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INTRODUCTION.

Undee the title of Cell Therapeutics we shall have

to. consider phenomena of cure and reparation in

connexion with the Cell Physiology. Not simply

the consideration of cure in mechanical injuries—

a

department which has been ably investigated by

Mr. Paget—but methods of reparation in blood dis-

tempers and organic disease.

No great amount of argument is required to be

convinced that the principles of Medical Science,

those of pathology and therapeutics must follow in

the paths of physiology. Whatever is established to

account for the varied facts of the parent science

—

for the normal course of life—must be held sufficient

also in explanation of phenomena observed in the

subordinate or collateral departments. That is to

say :—If cells and nuclei are of such generality and

importance as to take rank as agents in normal
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growth, SO that all healthy changes of structure and

function be referred to them, they can hold no

inferior rank, being present, in all therapeutical

reactions against injuries and diseases. The cell

doctrine has been gradually advancing its footing in

physiology for twenty years ; it has also gained a

strong hold in pathology, and it seems now required

that therapeutical changes in the qualities of the

blood should be shown to be either in harmony with

it, or capable of a rational explanation without it.

It has been elsewhere said that
—

" The microscope

having demonstrated the presence of nucleated cells

in the structures of plants, animals, and man, has

thereby occasioned a great change in physiological

doctrine, and in no case is this change more appa-

rent than with respect to secretion. Blood-vessels

and ducts used to be considered as secreting agents,

but it is 'now known that all vessels or ducts from

which a secretion is derived, are clothed with

nuclei or nucleated cells, and it is to these the trans-

formations constituting true secretion are referred."

In pathology, the microscope has shown in all

cases, that granulations, whether of a white colour
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and springing from the interior wall of an abscess,

or red, as they appear at the surface of an outward

sore, are forms of nucleated cell-growth. And of

the matter termed pus, the former belief of its being

a secretion is negatived by the use of the microscope,

which proves that also to be another form of cell-

growth. Such being the case, minute researches

having brought into view elements common to

normal growth and disease, and having changed in

many important points both physiological and patho-

logical conclusions, we propose here to trace the

corresponding fitness of therapeutical doctrine. And

in order to sketch out, introductorily, what this

fitness is, let us take a brief review of some of the

more common facts upon which the cell-physiology

is founded.

Oxalic acid is formed in the leaves of some, and

oil of peppermint in the leaves of other plants. The

poisons of tobacco, digitaHs, and opium are pecuHar

to the respective plants. The colour scarlet dis-

tinguishes the blossom of some, and the colours

yellow and blue the blossoms of other plants. In

fruits and seeds how various are the qualities of the

different parts!
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In animals and man there is not less of variety in

the different organs. Bile is the secretion of one

gland, milk, saliva, the tears, urine, &c., the secre-

tions of other glands, notwithstanding in each case

the organ derives its materials from a common

source, the blood.

In all these examples the differences are attri-

buted—in the doctrine of cell-growth—to the agency

of cells and nuclei, to the several ways in which the

exterior matters, absorbed by different kinds of cells,

are dealt with or changed in their interior ; or

attracted by nuclei, are altered outside them in their

vicinity. Nothing, it is said, can gain entrance into

the cells, whilst they are growing, but what is

specially admitted, and what is specially admitted is

changed in different ways by different kinds of cells.

In these operations, the materials outside the growing

cells undergo changes also, and necessarily, for what

is taken into the cells is taken from the matter

which surrounds them.

This physiological doctrine is now placed in the

van of science, and following it out we shall find

that the formation of an abscess and the dischai'ge of

sloughs without bleeding ; the opening of blood-
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vessels for the junction of new ones ; the discharge

of poisons or injurious matter from the blood, and

sundry changes of texture observable in organic

diseases are phenomena referrible to the properties

of nucleated cells. And such being the case, we

may extend to Inflammation, views first propounded

in our work On Healthy and Diseased Structure, in

explanation of the phenomena of Sceofulous Disease.

It has been said with reference to the doctrine of

cell-growth, " How unlike, in the important parti-

cular of referring phenomena to general laws, is

Schwann's cell-theory of fermentation to Ltebig's

reference of that process to the contagious influence

of chemical action."'"' We do not admit the justice

of this animadversion, for as long as the distinction

between organic and inorganic matter remains, the

contagious influence of chemical action, however

widely instanced, can claim no more generality than

the laws of living matter.

A solution of salt and water and an infusion of

sage leaves placed aside together in summer, both

undergo changes
; crystals may be found in the one

* " Sequel to Outlines of Medical Proof," by Dr. Mayo.
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and animalcules (cells) in the other. In both cases

visible and regular bodies appear, and the fluids have

undergone changes; in both there has been a

species of attraction, decomposition, and growth.

The changes in the saline solution are in obedience

to physical laws ; those in the vegetable infusion are,

we think, rightly considered in subjection to the

laws of vital action, to the formative power and

metabolic processes of cells. A room full of air will

remain a long time unchanged, but if a multitude of

living individuals—plants or animals—be placed in

it, a change in the air speedily ensues. The indivi-

duals exhibit activity

—

the plastic power of cells—
and changes in the air, thus crowded with Hving

beings, are referred, not to mere chemical action,

but to the performance of vital acts, the metabolic

power of cells.

In the domain of Science there is a primary and

fundamental division into things possessing and

things not possessing life. As long as this classifi-

cation is preserved, the microscopical physiologist is

constrained to frame his theories in subordination to

it, to refer the chemical changes observed in the
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structures of living beings, and those also which

living bodies effect in the matter which surrounds

them, and upon which they live to the principle of

life. The plastic power and the metabolic power

of cells are but subsidiary expressions, the one

comprehending the various changes observed in the

bodies of the cells themselves, the other, the changes

in the matter which is outside, but surrounds them,

both merge into the cause to which we attach the

idea of Life.
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I.

OF KEPARATION.

A PROPERTY of repair inherent in the human body

is proved by the heaUng of wounds and fractures.

This we propose for examination with reference to

inflammation and organic disease.

In scalds the part speedily becomes red, and the

cuticle rises into a vesicle filled with lymph. If this

be punctured with a fine needle, and the raised

cuticle smoothly replaced, new cuticle is formed, the

injured one peels off in flakes, and the wound heals

spontaneously. In burns, the body inflicting injury

is hotter, its influence extends deeper, and a portion

of skin is killed. At first, the dead skin adheres

strongly to the part beneath, but when a discharge

^ B
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of pus is established, ca line of separation appears.

The dead skin loosens, and may afterwards be easily

removed, as a slough. When the slough has been

detached, a new texture comes into view, in the

shape of innumerable red points, termed granula-

tions
; and, upon inspecting these through a lens,

new blood-vessels are to be seen in them. The

period during which the granulations may remain,

varies in different cases, but, gradually, they change

into a fibrous texture or cicatrice, which heals the

wound.

Case.—A forgeman was struck in the eye with a

small particle of iron wliich remained impacted in

the cornea. He had been suffering from the acci-

dent for four days. The blood-vessels in front of

the eye were extremely red, and there was a weeping

of tears, which, instead of being transparent, were

turbid, from a great number of colourless cells in

the secretion. Through a lens, the wound in the

cornea was seen filled with pus, and the particle of

iron was still sticking in the middle of the sore.

In fact, abscess and ulceration had taken place.

And that these formed part of the natural effort to

cast out the injurious foreign body in the manner of

a slough, was rendered almost certain, because, upon
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the surgical removcal of it, the part healed in a very

short time. Moreover, when a thorn enters the

flesh, if it be not speedily removed, abscess and

ulceration will take place in the parts around, and

thus the offending body is often cast out. The

wound remains until the foreign body be thrown off,

but afterwards it heals spontaneously.

Case.—A young lady, aged nineteen years, suffer-

ing from fever, had been in bed fourteen days. At

the time I visited her there was a slough upon the

skin on the lower part of the back, as large as a

crown-piece. It was black and dry. It adhered

very firmly to the parts below, and a slight attempt

to remove it produced pain and bleeding. But when

a discharge of pus appeared the slough loosened and

fell off spontaneously without pain or bleeding.

Here there must have been severance of the bond

previously uniting the dead with the living parts.

The severance was concomitant with the establish-

ment of granulations and purulent discharge, and it

was accomplished without any loss of blood. In

these, and all other examples of reparation, lymph,

granulations, new blood-vessels, and pus, one or more,

take part in the operation. In slight accidents

B 2
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lymph only may appear, as in scalds. In other

cases, lymph, granulations, and new blood-vessels.

But, in graver injuries, where the dead part is to

separate from the Hving, we see the whole series,

—

lymph, granulations, new blood-vessels, and pus.

In Small Pox there are numerous pustules, or

little abscesses in the skin. With the ripening or

maturation of the pustules the disorder declines.

The liver, or kidney, is sometimes the nidus of a

parasitical creature, termed an " acephalocyst." In

such cases an abscess forms, and we see the outlet

of its contents barred from taking a dangerous

direction, by adhesions formed between contiguous

surfaces. At the same time, its evacuation is pro-

moted in another direction, by absorption of inter-

posing tissue. By these opposite, but concomitant

operations, the matter of an abscess is prevented

from discharge in a dangerous direction, and is, as it

were, conducted to some safer outlet,—the intestine,

—or perhaps the bronchial tubes of a lung. In the

lungs, if an abscess—the result of softening tuber-

cles—be near to the surface of the organ, and likely

to burst into the cavity of the chest, the accident is

provided against. Adhesions form between the wall

of the chest and the lung at the threatened spot, by
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which the escape of the matter in that dangerous

direction is very often prevented.

When a blood-vessel has been ruptured in the

brain, a clot is formed. Lymph is effused, and the

contiguous parts are softened by a species of abscess.

If all other circumstances be favourable to the pro-

gress of repair, the cyst or wall of the abscess

changes into fibrous texture. Absorption of a con-

siderable part of the clot ensues. What remains is

protected from the tender brain substance, and the

patient, in a great degree, recovers from the accident.

These cases comprise the points for discussion :

—

What are granulations and pus, and what are their

properties ? How is it that an abscess occasions

thickening and adhesions in the texture surrounding

one part of its circumference, and thinning of the

surrounding texture, with ulceration, at another

part ? What account can be given of the apparent

incongruity, that inflammation, after mechanical vio-

lence, seems necessary to the process of repair, and

on other occasions is looked upon as a disease ?

What are the relations of healthy to unhealthy

inflammation ?

The lymph of vesicles or vesications diff'ers from
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the lymph of blood only in the larger proportion of

water. Both contain colourless cells. Pus is well

known to be composed of cells ; and granulations

are groups of cells. Granulations and pus are, then,

two forms of cell-growth. Granulations a vascular

form—pus a deciduous form. The cells of granula-

tions, structurally united by their new blood-vessels

to the living parts, are, we know, susceptible of

change into fibrous texture. The cells of pus, on

the other hand, incoherent, and without any struc-

tural bond of connexion with the body, seem well

fitted for discharge, and to be the medium of sepa-

ration for sloughs. The new blood-vessels of granu-

lations are entirely surrounded by cells. We have,

on many occasions, examined the coats of the vessels

in newly formed granulations, and we find in them

neither the nucleated nor the outer fibrous coat of

the natural vessels. But new blood-vessels, thus

differing in structure from the pre-existing ones, and

which give evidence of this difference by bleeding,

—

sometimes spontaneously, and always upon the

slightest touch, could not transmit onwards the

stream of blood without free connexions with the

older vessels. The fact of the circulation going on

through the new vessels is the proof of some

removal or absorption of the coats of the older

vessels. That is to say :

—
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Blood-vessels must have been opened before the

circulation of the blood could pass on in the new

vessels of granulations. But how are they opened

without any loss of blood 1

Now, if granulations and pus be two forms of cell-

growth, it is to the purpose to refer to some of the

most general properties of cells. For it may be

found that these will help to explain phenomena of

reparation, abscess, and ulceration; throw hght

upon the process by which the living part sepa-

rates itself from the dead, and openings are made in

blood-vessels for the junction of new ones, without

bleeding.

11.

OF CELLS, AND CELL-GROWTHS.

That the structures of all organic beings—plants

and animals—originate from minute cells, was first

announced by Oken,—the fact has been ably illus-

trated, and enforced by Schleiden, Schwann, Barry,

and other physiologists, and is now universally con-

curred in, as a truth of the highest interest to all

who would investigate phenomena of health, disease,
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and reparation. The cells here spoken of, are micro-

scopic objects, various in colour, and usually consist

of four parts :—1, an exterior integument
; 2, a

nucleus
; 3, an interior, sometimes viscous matter

;

and, 4, granules or molecules. The exterior integu-

ment or cell-membrane is, for the most part, a thin

transparent pellicle, through which the interior con-

tents of the cell may be discerned. The nucleus is

apparently, a compact body, adherent to some point

of the cell membrane. And the viscous granular

matter and molecules are the ingredients to which,

in many cases, if not in all, the sensible qualities of

the cell must be referred. For in unripe fruits,

(the plum or cherry,) the cells of the pulp contain

an abundance of green granules—and the taste of

* Much more importance than is here indicated has

latterly heen attributed to " nuclei." But whether the inves-

tigations of Mr. Savoey on the development of sti'iated

muscular fibre, or those of Dr. G. H. Jones, on the liver, lead

ultimately to some modification of the cell doctrine or not,

will affect but little the facts and argument in the present

essay. For in all the examples we shall adduce ; "nucleated
"

cells are present. And should it be proved that the " nucleus"

is the point or pole of activity, it will simply have the effect

of referring the active properties of nucleated cells to a defi-

nite pai't of their structure,—one to which tlie formation of

the cell is already attributed.
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the pulp at this time is sour and astringent, or very

much the same with that of the leaves. But when

the fruits have ripened, the cells are much larger,

they are now filled with a much blander and sweeter

fluid, and at this time nearly all the green granules

have disappeared. Again, the pith at the extremi-

ties of the young and tender shoots of the Elder

(Sambucus niger) is composed of cells nearly filled

with green granules, which gradually diminish in

quantity towards the older part of the branch ; and

where the woody tissue has formed, they are almost

altogether wanting. In the former situation, the

cells of the pith are green and have the strong

sensible qualities of the plant ; in the latter they are

white and quite insipid. The skeleton integument

of the cells and the nucleus remain, forming the

white pith, but the green matter and the qualities

which gave taste and smell to the green pith have

disappeared together. The same kind of observation

has been recorded by Schwann in the mature and

immature shaft of a feather. He has observed the

granulous contents of the cells in the immature and

growing part of the shaft, and the larger cells with-

out granulous matter in the perfected part of the

feather. *

* " Microscopical Eescarclics into the Accordance in the
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That the cells of vegetable structure perform in-

dependent functions, and that the sensible qualities

(taste and smell) of plants are derived—not from the

cell-membrane, nor from the nucleus—but from the

interior contents, the green granules or granular

matter, further appears from the following :—If one

of the fleshy leaves of sedum acre be crushed with a

drop of water, between two slips of glass, numerous

cells with a thin transparent integument, and appa-

rently without any nucleus, but which contain an

abundance of green granules, will be seen. And the

biting quality of the plant seems to reside in the

green matter, for in autumn, when the leaves have

turned to yellow, the biting quality is lost. In a

parti-coloured petal, for example, the garden pansy,

each cell may be seen to possess its own colour,

without the least intermixture with that of the

adjoining ones. Cells filled with a rich purple pig-

ment are observed with a microscope in juxta-posi-

tion with others filled with a brilHant yellow, and

cells with these colours may be seen in apposition

with others of a pale primrose, or with others with-

out any colour. It is evident from these examina-

tions that, differences of colour, and other qualities,

Stmcture and Growth of Animals and Plants," page 82—plate

2—figs. 10 and ll.-Syd. Sec. Ed. 1847.
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in different groups of cells,—fruits, flowers, and leaves,

arise from an independent function in each cell of

the group. The purple pigment, or the bitter and

acrid principle, is formed in one cell, and the yellow

pigment, and other qualities, in another cell. In the

pansy there is no intermingling of colours, each

coloured cell is perfect in itself.'"' The same ob-

servations apply generally to those animal cells

from which the secretions, saliva, mucus, &c., are

derived.

In many kinds of vegetable cells a movement or

circulation of their contents may be seen. In the

hairs on the filaments of Tradescantia, the molecules,

by wdiich the circulation is detected, are exceedingly

minute, whereas, in the leaves of Myriophyllum, the

matter which circulates round and round the cells

is mixed with much larger granules, and the same

sort of granules appear incorporated with the cell-

membrane. In many kinds of animal cells, for

example, those of mucus, blood, saliva, and pus,

extremely active movements have been seen in tho

molecular or granular matter of their interior.

Moreover, many animal cells have cilia, moving to

and fro with great rapidity.

* " Experimental and Practical Eesearches on Inflammation

and Tubercles, &c." 8vo. Plates. ia43. ChurchilL
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" It is certain," says Lord Bacon, " that all bodies

have perception, for when one body is applied to

another, there is a kind of election to embrace that

which is agreeable, and expel or exclude that which

is ingrate, and whether the body be alterant or

altered, evermore a perception precedeth operation,

for else all bodies would behave alike to one another."

" I am prepared to admit," observes Dr. Faraday,

" that in water, a particle of hydrogen in combination

with oxygen is not altogether indifferent to other

particles of hydrogen, but to have an affinity to-

wards them, which, in many cases, produces effects

rising into considerable importance." If such be the

opinion of some of the greatest philosophers, if they

speak of " elective affinity" as a property of the

molecules of inorganic and amorphous matter, we are

the more prepared to meet with a conclusion of an

analogous kind in respect of nucleated cells ; bodies

which exhibit internal movements, and are always

present in the growth and changes of more complex

living structures.

And thus it is " selective absorption," that is to

say, the absorption of some things and the exclusion

of others, is assumed and accepted as a common

property of cells. It is said to be performed by the

one single cell of which each individual, among the
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lowest forms of animal and vegetable beings, consists.

And it is admirably illustrated in a parti-coloured

petal, where, as we have said, cells filled with one

coloured fluid are in apposition with cells filled with

another fluid of quite a different colour.

"Absorption,'' says Kollikee, "is manifested by

all cells. The cause of it, is not to be sought, solely,

in endosmose or imbibition, but, as Schwann has in-

dicated, in this :—that while the cell membranes

grow by attraction of material from the surrounding

fluids, by virtue of their porosity they allow sub-

stances to penetrate into their interior. This fiUing,

however, does not take place by the cells admitting

every kind of matter indiscriminately, but they ex-

hibit peculiar relations, so that they take up one

constituent, and reject another. And the consti-

tuents so taken up are altered, in some cells one

way, and in others in another way." In plants the

elements by which absorption and secretion are per-

formed no doubt consist of cells. And this is true

of animals. The agents in the absorption of fluid in

contact with the roots is neither the woody tissue,

nor the vessels it contains, but the succulent cells at

the growing extremity of the rootlets. Also, the

chief agents in the absorption of nutriment in contact

with the alimentary canal, are the cells or the cellos-
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form nuclei, of the villi distributed upon the mucous

coat of the intestine.

" Among the cells composing the germinal mem-
brane of the incubated egg, certain of them," says

Schwann, " throw out stellate processes which come

into contact and coalesce. The septa are then ab-

sorbed, and thus a network of canals, which become

capillaries, is produced." Here the removal of the

septa or partitions must be referred to cells or their

nuclei, for there are no vessels to which absorption

can be attributed. There is cell-growth over the

whole of the human ovum. At one spot of this a

placenta forms. And if the connexion between

placenta and uterus be carefully examined, it is

stated by Virchow, that the embryonic cell-growth

will be found to have penetrated through the coats

of the maternal vessels by absorption. If this be

so, it is an example of the opening of blood-vessels

by cell-growth without bleeding. In the plexus

choroides of the brain, and in the synovial fringes in

joints, there are special cell-growths. And that

these have relation to absorption, may be argued

from the extremely limited quantity of fluid existing

in health in the cavities with which they are con-

nected, as compared with the vejy large amount

that sometimes collects from injury or disease, and
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which is often very rapidly absorbed upon recovery.

There is, however, no necessity for arguing from

doubtful instances, inasmuch as it has been estab-

Hshed that

—

"There is no essential difference between the

lowliest plant and the highest animal in regard

to the act of selective absorption, in both it is

accomplished by cells."

That the cells of granulations and pus should

exhibit pecuUar relations to the surrounding parts,

a property of selective absorption, would there-

fore be only a particular instance of a general func-

tion—a property established for these forms of cell-

growth, which is found universally in all other

kinds of such growth. What are the facts bearing

upon this inference An abscess is occasioned by

a species of cell-growth, it is a collection of Pus-cells

in a closed cavity ; and the interior surface of an

abscess is also composed of cells.

" An abscess," says Me. Lawrence, " is both a

secreting and an absorbing surface. It may be

regarded as a kind of new organ developed in the

body."

" In the first processes toward suppuration, where

the living surface is to separate from the dead parts,

wo may remark," says Mr. Hunter, " that nature
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Ccau carry on two operations at the same time, for

whilst the separation is proceeding by the absorbents,

the parts are forming themselves for suppuration."

An abscess, during the time pus is accumulating,

will make its way from the deeper parts to the sur-

face of the body by absorption of the overlying

integument
; and numerous small blood-vessels

have their continuity interrupted without bleeding.

In ulcers the natural texture is eroded or ab-

sorbed, and here numerous cells flow away in the

discharge. Blood-vessels, too, are frequently divided

by ulceration without any loss of blood.

In both abscess and ulceration there is evidence

of two simultaneous operations—first, cell-growth,

—

and secondly, absorption or disintegration of the

vascular-tissue without haemorrhage. Appearances

are ver}^ different in an abscess as compared with

an ulcer—because, in the former, the new matter,

the new-growth, pus, being confined, its accumulation

causes swelling, and this hides from view the loss of

the existing texture by absorption, whilst, in the

latter, an ulcer, the new matter having a free dis-

charge, the loss or disintegration of the existing

texture is the most prominent feature. Truncate

an abscess or pustule, allow the pus to escape, and

an ulcer with a soft pyogenic surface, or with granu-
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lation, remains. What, in these cases of abscess anc

ulceration, are the agents by which absorption ii

effected and blood-vessels opened without bleeding 1

Case.—An acute abscess, which rapidly came to

a head, was opened, and a quantity of cream-like

pus was discharged. The cells of the pus were

nearly uniform in size, figure, and appearance. In

contact with tepid water, they increased greatly in

size by absorption, and, within the enlarged cells,

numerous minute molecules were seen in active

motion.

Case.—A chronic abscess, which had existed a

long time, was opened, and the matter discharged

had a very different appearance. It was more fluid,

not so white, and there were many flakes and clots

in it. Upon examination, scarcely any entire or

perfect cells could be seen. The difference in these

two cases seemed connected with the qualities of the

pus-cells. For, in the acute abscess, where cell-

growth and absorption of the overlying integument

were both actively proceeding, the cells were found

uniform in figure and appearance,—" laudable pus."

Whereas, on the contrary, in the chronic abscess.

c
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where cell-growth and absorption of the overlying

integument were both extremely languid, or had

stopped, the cells were found fewer in number, more

broken, shrivelled, and otherwise irregular in shape,—
" unhealthy pus." Whatever the agents of absorp-

tion in thinning the integument over an abscess are,

the same, we must suppose, sever blood-vessels with-

out bleeding, and make^openings in the older vessels

for the junction of new ones. And in cell-growth

there are agents having attributed to them proper-

ties which seem most fitted for the purpose. Messrs.

Tomes and De Morgan, in a paper in the Philoso-

phical Transactions, on the structure and development

of bone, distinctly refer the absorption of bone in a

case which they examined, to a granulation texture

composed of nucleated cells. " What the bone lost in

bulk," they say, " the cells gained ; the cellular mass

presenting a perfect cast of the surface of the bone,

suggesting to the mind that the soft was growing at

the expense of the hard tissue."*

In small-pox every pustule arises with inflamma-

tion, and becomes an abscess filled with cells ;—it

is a focus of cell-growth. Other persons will take

small-pox disorder by inoculation with matter from

the pustules. This is strong evidence that the cells

* Philosophical Transactions, 1853. Pait I. p. 129, iSrc.
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of the pustules have absorbed and conveyed inju-

rious matter from the blood to the vascular tissue

for discharge. In measles and scarlet fever, re-

covery from the disorder is concomitant with an

exfoliation of cell particles from the skin, and, that

these discharge poisonous matter from the blood

seems proved, by the contagious properties which

it is well known they possess.

In inoculated small-pox a poison is undoubtedly

introduced into the blood,— this produces illness in

the person and numerous little abscesses in the skin
;

with the maturation of the pustules, illness subsides.

Other kinds of poisonous matter may be absorbed

from wounds or sores, and this is often followed by

inflammation, abscess, and ulceration, not only in the

sore itself, but also in other distant parts of the

body. In these cases, it has been observed, that

with the discharge of the contents of the abscess,

the patient has recovered. In a paroxysm of gout

the attack passes off concomitantly with a copious

extra-exfoUation of cuticular particles from the skin,

and that matter, injurious to the blood, obtains an

outlet from the circulation at the part affected, is

presumable, from the nature of the material deposited

in the tissues around the disabled joint. From these

cases we are naturally led to follow up the inquiry

c 2
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as respects absorption by cells, under the heading

of our next section.

III.

OF BLOOD DISTEMPER.

Blood may be injured or distempered by un-

wholesome food, by impure air, by suppression of

the natural secretions, and by sundry poisons.

What are the phenomena in such cases 1 To this

question we reply generally, some form of inflam-

mation. In local violence from mechanical injury,

the place of inflammation is determined. It appears

at the site of injury. In blood distemper, on the

other hand, the place of inflammation is not always

so precisely determined. In rheumatism, erysipelas,

and gout, it may shift its position. It may begin

in one part and pass over to another. Blood flowing

"in all parts of the body, and vascular tissue existing

wherever blood flows, elements of inflammation

would seem to exist no more in one spot than in

another. Yet, in discrete small pox, inflammation

always appears in spots on the skin, and the pustules
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always stand out isolated and distinct. In scarlet-

fever and measles, the redness of the skin is always

more general. What in these cases determines

the difference

That poisons of various kind affect the blood, and

that some poisons act specially upon one organ,

others upon other organs, may be safely aflirmed.

Laudanum, and chloroform, act upon the brain.

The action of strychnine as a poison is shewn in an

especial manner by muscles ; and that of mercury

by the salivary glands, &c. In these cases, the

amount of injury, or gravity of the symptoms, is in

proportion to the quantity of poison,—at least it is

generally so. In epidemical disorders there appears

the same kind of special action from aerial poisons.

In some seasons, the air tubes of the lungs, or the

glandules of the skin,—at other seasons, the mucous

membrane of the bowels, or the substance of the

brain, is most affected. That is to say, sometimes

influenza or bronchitis, small pox or scarlet-fever,

—

at others, diarrhoea, typhoid fever, or cholera, are

epidemic. How is this accounted for^ "We may

say, the miasm or aerial poison is specially deter-

mined to the part affected. But how determined 1

In all secreting organs, the parenchymatous elements

consist of different kinds of cells. In animals, as in
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plants, secretion is performed by the agency of cells,

which, in the former case, select from the blood the

materials it is their province to assimilate, and dis-

charge them into canals, by which they are carried

out of the system. The cells of secreting organs

have a property of selective absorption. And we

argue of small-pox, that the poison acts most upon

the glandules of the skin, in virtue of peculiar rela-

tions in the elements of that species of parenchyma

to that particular poison, in a way analogous to that

by which mercury affects specially the salivary

glands, viz.—by selective absorption. Such being

the case, and the glandules of the skin lying separate,

and distinct, with considerable intervals between

them, the spots of inflammation are distinct, and the

pustules distinct.

In scarlet fever, we argue in the same manner

—

that the poison—in virtue of a property of selective

absorption— acts most, or primarily, upon the deep

cells of the epidermis or cuticle. And, these being

universally distributed upon the skin without inter-

vals, the redness, therefore, is general.

" That sores give rise to very difierent kinds of

pus," says Mr. Hunter, " is evident to the naked

eye, and that the difi"erent parts of which the blood

is composed will come away in different proportions
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we can make no doubt ; and we find that whatever

is in solution in the blood comes away more in one

kind of pus than in another." Again :
" A person

shall have a sore upon the leg, which granulates

freely ; the granulations shall appear healthy, the

skin forming round the edges, and all shall be pro-

mising well, when aU at once the granulations shall

lose their life and fade away. New granulations

may afterwards spring up, and these shall undergo

the same process, and so they would continue to go

on, if some alteration in the nature of the parts be

not produced."

Differences in the qualities of pus and granulations

are here referred to differences in the quality and

composition of the blood. Things in solution in the

blood coming away more in one kind of ceU-growth

than in another.

It is not a new doctrine to say the blood is dis-

tempered by an aerial poison ; or that poisons are

determined to particular organs. Nor is it new

to argue that vesicles, pustules, abscess, or some

other critical discharge, cure the distempered blood.

The cause of fever, according to Hippocrates, was

some poison in the blood, which in a certain number

of days was brought into a state in which it can be

separated from the rest of the blood and expelled,
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either by some increased secretion, or by eruption,

pustules or abscess.

" An epidemical disease," says Sydenham, " must

be regarded as an effort of nature to restore the

health of the patient, by the elimination of the mor-

bific matter, which would otherwise undo the fabric

of the body. During the febrile ebullition the ele-

ments which fret the blood are picked out, gathered

together, and made over to the fleshy parts of the

body for expulsion."

Now, selective absorption by^ic^s is an accepted

doctrine of physiology. If, therefore, we argue

special relations in the parenchymatous organs to

different poisons—aerial and others—in virtue of a

property of selective absorption in their component

cells, we do no more than put forward a well-known

and very general function of cells, as a vera causa

in a most interesting class of pathological and thera-

peutical phenomena : as the method by which opium

especially affects the brain, though received by the

stomach ;
by which, in epidemical disorders, a parti-

cular part is peculiarly affected by a particular

miasm ; by which, in small pox, inflammation appears

in spots, and in scarlet fever is general upon the '

skin ;
by which, in short, one poison or medicine

affects one organ, and another poison another organ
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especially. And if, as appears to be the case, the

turning point of the symptoms—the crisis—in small-

pox and scarlet fever, be determined by the maturity

of cell-growth, then in other epidemical fevers there

is ground for arguing that the crisis of the disorder

is also determined by the maturity of cell-growth,

different sorts or species of cells requiring different

times. And it is to be observed in small-pox, as a

type of these cases, that the blood improves, or

becomes better fitted for its normal purposes as the

cells grow. For what are the facts 1 In small-pox

there are hundreds of little abscesses in the skin,

each one of them a focus of preternatural nucleated

cell-growth. The blood is continually passing the

pustules, and the growth of the cells and a change

in the quahties of the blood are concomitant effects.

We do not know what the change in the blood is,

further than it appears in the removal of injurious

matter, but it may be argued, that with the change

in the blood the conditions necessary to the cell-

growth are exhausted. The growth ceases and the

patient recovers.

Pursuing this line of argument, it follows, that the

cells of the pustules of small pox, which grow and

multiply by absorption from blood, tainted with the

poison of small pox, must differ in qualities from
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those discharged from a wound occasioned by mecha-

nical violence. And that this is so, seems proved,

inasmuch as has been said, the one kind of cells will

reproduce a specific disorder, which the other kind

of cells will not do. The pus of small-pox performs

a physiological or therapeutical function, or is

" laudable," if, discharging a poison from the blood

of one person, it be capable of producing small-pox

in other persons. And, in other cases, granulations

and pus are " laudable," not so much from a com-

parison with any fixed or ascertained standard, as

when their component elements perform the re-

quired function in particular instances. Such are

the separation of sloughs, the expelling foreign

matters by the safest channels, the elimination of

poisons from the blood, the establishment of new

blood-vessels without bleeding, and the repair of

solutions of continuity by the metamorphosis of

granulations into fibrous texture.

Are we to suppose that the natural powers of re-

paration, which heal wounds—discharge sloughs

without bleeding, and produce new bone for the re-

pair of fractures through the medium, or by the

agency, of a nucleated cell-growth—stop there 1

On the contrary, we argue from the facts that these

powers are exercised in blood distemper and organic
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disease, through the same medium,—the properties

of nucleated cells. The evidence, we contend, as

clearly proves that cell-growth will efifect a therapeu-

tical change in the quality of blood, as that it effects

therapeutical changes of texture in the common

cases of reparation.

That the poison of small- pox destroys, in the

very severe cases, the natural parenchymatous cells

of the glandules of the skin, is probable from the

pits which remain. Yet in the pustules we see new

preternatural cells which seem generated by the

poison. This is agreeable with the laws of nature.

Nothing is more common than lowly species of cells

growing upon weakened textures of a higher grade,

and flourishing under conditions which injure or kill

more complex structures. We may be unable to

discover, with the microscope, differences in different

kinds of laudable pus, that of small-pox, from that of

a common suppuration, but this is not to be won-

dered at. For different species of animal cells, unless

deeply coloured, are very much alike to one another,

and some kinds of animalcules which live in decom-

posing animal and vegetable infusions, would be

scarcely distinguishable from pus cells were it not

for their varied and spontaneous movements.

That there" is abundant evidence of a provident
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intent and action in all cases of abscess and ulcera-

tion can scarcely be denied, when we contemplate

the vast solutions of continuity which occur, without

bloodshed, in the most highly vascular parts of the

body, from large abscesses and spreading ulcerations.

This provident action we designate by the term

CELL-THERAPEUTICS ; —a term which in its broad

physiological sense, is by no means to be limited to

cure and healing. For in every case of abscess and

ulceration, whether success or reparation be or be

not achieved—whether the patient recover or die

—

nevertheless, the formation of the abscess and the

spreading of the ulcer, both furnish wonderful ex- v

amples of the provident properties of cell-growth.

Solutions of continuity are effected, dead and useless

parts slough off, and new blood-vessels are formed

which join on to the older ongs, without bleeding.

Surely, it is to take a very partial view of the salu-

tary operations of Nature, if we limit them by a tech-

nical idea, by the medical sense of cure or recovery.*

Arguing the absorptive and therapeutical properties

of cell-growth, in no way interferes with the function

of absorbing vessels. For instance :—Of an abscess

in a gland of the groin from ulceration in the foot,

* Vide the chapter on Etiology in Healthy and Diseased

Stmctm'e.
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the argument is, that a poison, entering the circula-

tion by absorbent vessels, is arrested and discharged

by the cells of the gland in the thigh. The pheno-

mena being inflammation, abscess, and purulent dis-

charge. An indiscriminate absorption by vessels,

may thus be supposed, rectified by the discriminate

activity—the metabolic processes—of cells. We do

not presume to determine the office of the lymphatic

glands, but in support of our argument we may point

to their situation, properties, and connexion with

absorbent vessels. Glands composed of cells are

numerously placed along the course of absorbent

vessels, and they readily suppurate upon poisons

reaching them through the vessels. And this being

so, a basis seems laid for arguing the therapeutical

intent, if not always the therapeutical result, of puru-

lent cell-growth in such cases. And what is called

the vis medicatrix natures would seem referrible to

the properties of a nucleated cell-growth.

If the circulation of blood be observed with a

microscope in vessels of a transparent texture, the

stream is seen flowing so rapidly that it is impossible

to discriminate the corpuscles, except that here and

there a few colourless cells, slowly gliding along the

coats of the vessels, or adhering to them, become

discernible. But if the part under observation be
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slightly injured or irritated, a much greater number

of colourless cells are seen separating from the red

stream, and becoming stationary upon the coats of

the vessels. A line of lymph is at the same time

visible between the blood current and the coats of

the vessels, and in this the stationary cells seem to

be embedded.

It has been said this appearance has no re-

ference to inflammation. We think, it is the first

phenomenon of new cell-growth in the vascular

tissue, the first act of a much more speedy change

in the coats of the vessels than occurs in natural

adult growth. The appearances certainly show a

disposition in the blood, circulating in the living

vessels, to separate into two parts, which are the

same with those observed in many cases of inflam-

mation after vencesection—that is, where a buflfy

coat forms. And if, from other facts, it can be

proved that the coats of the blood-vessels yield,

and are replaced by new cell-growth, then the

observation referred to, shows how the blastema

of such growth may accumulate,—the colourless

elements of blood being the first to occupy the

breach. And from these elements, composed, as

we know they are, of lymph, and cells, may proceed,

we argue, the further appearances and properties of

cell-growth.
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" The blood-vessels," says Mk. Hunter, " are pro-

bably the very first active parts of the system, for

we find them in action before they have formed

themselves into a heart, and in such a state of parts

we find them the only part that has any strength,

while the other parts are only preparing for action
;

this is so remarkable that we can dissect the vessels

of a chicken in the egg without injection, the other

parts easily giving way." In all cases of natural

growth the blood-vessels are among the first parts to

acquire strength or coherency. In inflammation we

find them the first parts losing strength or cohesion.

In natural growth the change in the coats of the

vessels is from nucleated cells to fibrous tissue. In

new cell-growth the change is from fibrous tissue

back again to cells.

We shall here state, in the form of propositions,

the spirit of the conclusions we aim at, and after-

wards the discussion will be resumed.

1. Reparation in the human structure is not

limited to wounds and fractures from mechanical

violence. It extends to injuries of the blood, and
to disease in the parenchymatous organs. It is

accomplished by a new or preternatural cell-growth,

in the common vascular tissue—and of this growth
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there are two prominent forms,—the one a vascular

form, Granulation, the other a deciduous form,

termed Pus.

2. The Cells of granulations and pus exhibit

peculiar relations to the surrounding parts,—a pro-

perty of selective absorption. Those of granulations

open blood-vessels for the junction of new ones, and

are elements of repair in virtue of a capacity, in the

cells or cell-contents, of metamorphosis into fibrous

tissue. Those of pus are elements of repair, in

virtue of the deciduous mode of cell-growth. The

same sort of vital activity which causes leaves to

fall in autumn, discharges sloughs from sores, and

poisons from the blood, without bleeding.

3. During the formation of granulations and pus,

the natural blood-vessels undergo a species of retro-

grade metamorphosis, for the fibrous coat of the

vessels becomes the seat of new cell-growth. A

state of growth in which we know in the embryo,

blood-vessels bleed upon the lightest touch, and

multiply with great rapidity.

4. The formation of granulations and pus are

accompanied by phenomena termed inflammation.

That is to say, inflammation is the sign or signal of

a change commencing in the coats of the blood-ves-

sels, and thereby is distinguished from congestion,—
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in which there is no morphological change in the

coats of the vessels.

IV.

OF INFLAMMATION.

Inflammation is sometimes acute, sometimes

chronic. The argument is that inflammation is new

cell-growth in the common vascular tissue. The

term acute means rapid. Cell-growth is a rapid

growth.

" I once," says Mr. Hunter, " scraped off some

of the external surface of a bone of the foot, to see

if the surface would granulate. I remarked on the

following day that the surface of the bone was

covered with a whitish substance, and when I

touched it with a probe I did not feel the bone bare,

but only its resistance. I conceived this substance

to be lymph, thrown out from inflammation, and I

thought it would be forced off when suppuration

came on, but, on the succeeding day, 1 found this

very substance vascular, and appearing like healthy

granulations. Upon now touching it with a probe it

bled freely."

D
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" I opened the tunica vaginalis of a young ram,

and the testicle was exposed. The surface, almost

immediately, showed great vascularity
;

very soon

lymph appeared, and in twenty-four hours the matter

looked like common pus.

" A wound was made into the abdomen of an ass,

and a solution of salt and water was thrown in to

bring on inflammation. At the end of sixty hours

the animal was killed, and on examining the abdo-

men, the outer coat of the intestines had become

extremely vascular, the convolutions adhered to-

gether by lymph, and pus had been discharged into

the cavity of the abdomen.

" I have seen two granulations on the head—one

from the dura mater after trepanning, and the other

from the scalp, unite, having the bare bone between

them—so firmly in twenty-four hours that they re-

quired some force to separate them, and when sepa-

rated they bled."

In the egg of a chicken, blood and numerous

blood-vessels have formed by the end of the third

day of incubation. They are plainly visible to the

naked eye, or through a lens, on the fourth day.

In blood-distempers inflammation is reckoned acute.

Counting the first day of illness as one, small-pox

shews its pustules commencing on the third day.
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By the tenth day they have arrived at their full

growth and maturity. In measles and scarlet fever

inflammation reddens the skin on the second or third

day, and the cuticle exfoliates on the ninth or tenth

day. The conclusion is that inflammation agrees

in time, as in other particulars, w^ith the quali-

ties of cell-growth—so that what is afl&rmed of the

one may be afiirmed of the other. For example :

—

A person may suffer mechanical violence at a time

when the blood is unhealthy. New cell-growth

would arise at the site of injury, and the purulent

form of it would be proportional to the blood disqua-

lifications—the wound not healing until the qualities

of the blood be changed or improved.

Cells thus growing under very different conditions

of blood, must be supposed themselves to be difi'erent.

Things in solution in the blood—as Mr. Hunter

expresses it—coming away more in one kind of pus

than in another kind. And if there be varieties of

cell-growth from different states of blood, then are

there different kinds of inflammation.

Case.—At eight o'clock in the morning of the

28th December, a physician who was assisting at the

post-mortem examination of a lady who had died of

puerperal peritonitis, unfortunately pricked his

D 2
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finger. At eight the same evening he felt some pain

and uneasiness at the part, and had it touched with

nitrate of silver. During the night, shiverings came

on, and he felt extremely restless. On the morning

of the next day, 29th, the finger was much swollen,

and red lines extended up the arm. Leeches, fomen-

tations, and poultices were applied. In the evening,

the symptoms not abating, there was great prostra-

tion of strength. On the 30th, the hand and arm

were greatly swollen, the finger had put on a hvid

appearance, the glands in the axilla were affected,

and the pain was very great. On the 31st, the

pulse was from 90 to 100, and the breathing irre-

gular, with torpor and drowsiness. In the evening,

all the symptoms were increasing, and now an erysi-

pelatous blush from the axilla extended over the side

of the chest. During the night the breathing

became more difficult, and the drowsiness gradually

passed into a deep stupor. Death took place at six

o'clock on the morning of the 1st of January, not

four days from the infliction of the wound.

In this case we should not attribute the fatal

event to inflammation, but to blood distemper. The

swelling of the glands in the axilla and the other

signs of inflammation, were they not eff"ort8 of
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nature to arrest the progress of the poison, though

they failed ^ And thej failed, apparently, because

the blood was so much injured, that Hfe gave way

before the natural effort at relief could fairly come

into operation. This case seems analogous to one

of very severe mechanical injury, where the patient

dies from the shock, before inflammation has time to

become established. In mechanical violences we

conceive a difference between dangers from the

injury, and the danger from inflammation and suppu-

ration, incidental to the effort at repair. And in

such accidents as that related, it must be important

to separate, as far as can be done, the symptoms and

dangers referrible to some poison in the blood, acting

deleteriously upon a vital parenchyma, from the

symptoms and dangers really attributable to inflam-

mation.

In eruptive fevers—small-pox, for inst&,nce-—it is

contended that the locaF inflammation and pustula-

tion are not rightly to ' be considered as the disease,

but rather as the expression of the ways of Nature

in setting free injurious matter in 'the blood in that

particular instance. !A:ftd- if this argument hold in

eruptive fevers, then we think it' may be (extended

not only to the case related, but to othei- cases of
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external inflammation. In erysipelas and gout, the

disease is some disqualification of the blood, and

dangers may arise from that source ; the local action

is an effort at reparation, and dangers may arise

from that also. But we shall have occasion to recur

to the argument which touches upon the point of

remote and proximate causes. In the meantime, it

is very necessary the distinction between the vas-

cular tissue and the parenchymatous elements of

an organ, shown by the microscope in physiological

anatomy, should be clearly comprehended, with re-

spect to pathology and therapeutics. This will form

the subject of the next section.

V.

OP THE BLOOD-VESSELS AN'D CONNECTIVE TISSUE; AND

OP THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN THEM AND THE PA-

EENCHYMA OP THE SEVERAL OKGANS.

In the structure of the human body three orders

of parts are readily distinguishable—blood-vessels,

—

the blood,—and the different organs : brain, muscles,

liver, kidney, &c. Blood circulates through every
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part of the body in vessels termed arteries, veins,

and capillaries. What is the structure, and what

are the relations of the coats of these vessels 1

Case.—A young woman was struck with a stone

on the forehead, and some connective or areolar

tissue protruded from the wound. This was removed

and examined with a microscope. The texture was

composed of strands and bands of waved fibres, intri-

cately interlaced. The^ coats of the arteries and

veins, down to a magnitude not larger than the ^^th

part of an inch, consisted of a double—or of two

nucleated membranes. The " nuclei " of the inner

one were arranged with their length parallel—those

of the outer one, transversely to the axis of the

vessel. The outer or third coat of the vessels was

fibrous, and the fibres appeared identical with those

which formed the connective tissue.

The coat of the capillaries was a thin membrane,

with here and there nuclei attached to it at distant

intervals. An examination of the structure of blood-

vessels in other parts furnished the same results.

And in all cases—whether blood-vessels enter the

brain or muscles, or a secreting gland—in proportion

as the vessels diminish in size, the thickness of their
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outer fibrous coat diminishes, until at last in capil-

laries, a thin nucleated membrane only is interposed

between the parenchyma of the organ and the blood

;

and in this membrane no interstices or outlets are

visible.

The connective tissue is as extensively diffused

throughout the body, in some form or other, as the

blood-vessels. It invests the exterior and enters

with the vessels into the interior of every organ.

Its elements everywhere blend with the outer coat

of arteries and veins. And in most parts, the

strength or thickness of its membranous expansions

bear a proportion to the strength and thickness of

the coats—or to the size, of the vessels. In the

dura mater, pia mater, and pericardium, the ele-

ments of the membranous texture are of the same

kind as those of the outer coat of the vessels. The

vascular membrane which adheres to the outer sur-

face of the bones, and that which penetrates to their

interior, are, both of them, expansions of connective

tissue. Both blend their elements—their fibrous

elements with the coats of the blood-vessels, and the

outer one—the periosteum—blends its elements

with those of fascias, ligaments, and tendons.

At the early periods of life the outer coat of the

blood-vessels and the connective tissue proceed in
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growth together, altering their forms almost simul-

taneously. When the outer coat of the vessels is

composed of cells, connective tissue is cellular also.

Sometimes— in embryo-growth—the coats of the

vessels are seen formed of a gelatinous and trans-

parent material ; in such cases the connective tissue

—the membranous tissue between the vessels—is

gelatinous too. And when in progress of growth

the coats of the vessels become fibrous and elastic,

the connective tissue is fibrous and elastic likewise.

These facts indicate a common nature in the outer

coat of arteries and veins, and the several forms of

connective tissue ; and a distinction between these

and the particular substances of the different organs.

For instance, we not only distinguish the brain from

the liver, and both these organs from the muscular

flesh, &c. But also in each organ—and this is the

point—we distinguish the vascular connective tissue

from the parenchyma not only in healthy, but also

in pathological anatomy. Let us substantiate this

point. In some birds the periosteum is almost

black, from radiating spots of dark pigment. In

these cases the tendons are tinged black, and the

outer coat of the blood-vessels is spotted black. In

cattle, where the skin and hair are patched with

black and white, we have seen the pia mater with
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broad patches of pigment also; and in the dark

patches, the outer coat of all the blood-vessels was

deeply coloured with spots of pigment. In frogs,

spots of pigment are common to sundry forms of

the connective tissue, and to the outer coat of the

blood-vessels.

If a portion of muscle be torn away by an acci-

dent, or if a part of a lung be destroyed, cure is

effected not by a new growth of muscle or lung

substance, but by a new growth of connective tissue,

proceeding from cell-growth—granulations, or granu-

lations and pus. And when inflammation attacks

the brain, liver, or kidney—the skin or the eye, &c.,

it does not issue in any new parenchymatous ele-

ments, but always in a common cell-growth, lymph,

granulations, and pus ; so that whatever may be the

difference in parenchymatous elements, there is a

species of uniformity in the products of inflammation

in the different organs ; and whatever may be the

requirements of repair, there is a kind of uni-

formity also in the issues of the efforts made towards

reparation.

Upon these anatomical, pathological, and thera-

peutical facts, we ground the distinction between

inflammation and organic disease—between new

cell-growths in the common vascular tissue and idio-
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pathic degeneration or decay of the parenchymatous

substance of an organ. The exceeding minuteness

of the scale upon which vascular tissue and paren-

chymatous elements are associated, and the constant

presence of blood in the vessels make it almost a

hopeless task to discriminate upon post mortem in-

spection particular kinds of cells ;
nevertheless, we

conclude the two classes of texture,—vascular tissue

and parenchymatous substances,—to be distinct in

nature, properties, metamorphosis, and diseases.

The argument substantiated by this anatomical

distinction, is this—that when parenchymatous de-

generation or organic disease so affects the blood-

vessels as to render bleeding imminent, new cell-

growth in the vascular tissue arises to anticipate or

prevent it. Signs of inflammation being combined

with the evidences of organic disease
;
just as in

mechanical injuries signs of inflammation become

combined with the torn flesh or the fractured bone.

And if the facts related in the next section make

good this argument, it follows of the things seen in

organic disease, whether with the naked eye or with

the aid of a microscope, that some are elements

proper to the parenchyma
; others, elements of new

cell-growth in the vascular tissue. Some, ele-

ments of the diseased parenchyma, others, elements
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of inflammation, and it may be, demonstrative of

efforts at repair—efforts limited no doubt within the

sphere to which reparation extends,—and this sphere,

we have said, does not extend to the reproduction of

a special parenchyma, though it clearly does to

the heaHng of blood-vessels and the reproduction

of vascular connective tissue, as we now proceed to

show.

VI.

OF ORGANIC DISEASE AND THE PROCESS OF REPAIR.

The chief organs of the body are then composed

of substances different from each other, and from

vascular tissue. The brain, liver, kidneys, and lungs

are examples. These are liable to idiopathic disease,

degeneration, or decay. Softening of the brain, fatty

degeneration of the liver or kidney, and tubercles in

the lungs are established instances of organic dis-

ease.

Tubercles in the lungs are a species of parenchy-

matous decay, which originates in the ' midst of

numerous capillary and other blood-vessels, in a pan
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of the body where venous blood changes into arterial.

Tubercles destroy these vessels, and fill up the air-

spaces. When they are small, there is no sign of

inflammation in the pulmonary texture around them^

but when they have increased in magnitude, and

have implicated vessels of larger size, inflammation

appears, marked, as in other cases, by efiusion of

lymph, granulations, new blood-vessels and pus.

Or, to use terras of the new physiology—marked by

the exudation of blastema and the growth of nucleated

cells. Some of the cells attached to the new blood-

vessels form granulations, others appear in the deci-

duous form of pus. This cell-growth softens the

tubercle, separates it from the more healthy portions

of the parenchyma, and forms an abscess, which con-

tains pus and the softened tuberculous material.

Abscess and ulceration deep in the substance of a

lung is seriously pathological, upon the same ground

as abscess and ulceration in a compound fracture, or

in the substance of the liver from the growth and

irritation of an " acephalocyst." But, the question

here entertained is, whether there is evidence de-

noting any relation to the process of repair, any

indication of a therapeutical operation.

A tubercle increasing, destroys blood-vessels of

increasing size. Bleeding from the lungs is some-
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times one of the earliest signs of the existence of

the disease. Persons sometimes die of the hemor-

rhage. At the Brompton Hospital it has been

observed that a considerable majority of the cases of

haemoptysis occur before any sign of softening of the

tubercles can be detected with the stethoscope. The

process of softening, or new cell-growth, seemingly

being associated with prevention of haemorrhage.

This corresponds with what we have seen in ordinary

cases of abscess, ulceration, and sloughing, where

severance of blood-vessels and of bonds of union take

place without bleeding. In the case of advancing

tubercles in the lungs, the urgency of a provision

against bleeding cannot be known before-hand. And

the proclivity of hsemorrhage being unknown—the

signs which denote the commencement of new cell-

growth—those of inflammation, softening, and ab-

* "Dividing the disease into two periods, viz., 1st, that

characterized by the deposition of tubercular matter in the

crude state ; and 2nd, that, subsequent to the softening of this

matter or the formation of cavities, we find in 453 males,

that hsemoptysis occurred in the ratio of 73 per cent. ; and in

243 females, in the ratio of 72 per cent, in the first period.

These figures show unquestionably that haemoptysis

is much more frequent (nearly three to one) in the first period

of the disease, and nearly equally so in both sexes."—Medical

Beport of the Hospital for Consumption, 1849, p. 30.
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scess—intended as we argue to anticipate or prevent

it, may seem supererogatory and purely pathological.

On the other hand, a therapeutical view of the pro-

perties of abscess and ulceration, even in tuberculai*

disease of the lungs, seems corroborated by the great

rarity of bleeding from the walls of an abscess,

although very large blood-vessels may be destroyed

and severed in its track. Moreover, in the lungs

there is a double circulation. Thb one, paren-

chymatous or special, serving the function of respira-

tion, the other, the ordinary or general circulation as

it exists in other places. The disease called tuber-

* cles aflPects the parenchyma and the parenchymatous

vessels, whereas the cell-growth, which produces

abscess around tubercles is administered to by new

vessels, which form their connexions, not with those

of the parenchymatous circulation, which are the

ones diseased, but with the vessels of the general

circulation, which, in all other instances, furnish the

elements of repair.

We have often examined the lungs of those who
have died of pulmonary consumption, and have seen

in the same lung small hard tubercles, larger and

more irregular tuberculous masses partially softened

—^small abscesses filled with pus—and larger cavities,

half filled with air and half with pus, and softened
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tuberculous matter. We have also seen blood-

vessels of almost all sizes, as it were, cut across by

the disease, but we never recollect meeting with any

escape of blood into an abscess, except in those cases

where haemoptysis had been present as a symptom

during Hfe. In some of the abscesses a soft cell-

texture, with new blood-vessels—a granulation tex-

ture—formed the interior or pyogenic surface ; in

others, this surface was firmer and more fibrous,

and the contained matter was less purulent, more

gelatinous and mucus-like. And where these con-

ditions existed, the parts were certainly advancing

towards cure.

In the largest cavities it was usually evident, from

the appearance and character of their walls, from

their hard, dry, and brittle properties, that the

original tuberculous disease and phenomena of in-

flammation had long proceeded together, that many

successions of granulation-texture had arisen and

faded ; the new cell-growth and the contiguous

portions of lung substance having both changed into

tuberculous matter. Nevertheless, even in these

instances, there was always abundant evidence of

therapeutical operations in the large size of the

blood-vessels which had been broken up by the

disease, but which had been effectually sealed further
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in, in the more healthy parts of the substance of the

lung, against hjeraorrhage.
*

* " The pulmonaiy ai-teries and veins as they approach the

larger vomicee are suddenly contracted : a blood-vessel which,

at its beginning, measured nearly half an inch in circum-

ference, sometimes (though it had sent oflf no considerable

branch) could not be cut up farther than an ^ inch ;
and when,

outwardly, they are of a larger size, yet, internally, they have

a very small canal, being almost filled up by a fibrous sub-

stance; and fi-equently, as they pass along the sides of

vomicse, they are found quite detached, for about an inch of

their com-se, from the neighbouring parts. That the blood-

vessels ai-e thus obsti-ucted, and that they have little or no

communication with the vomicse, is rendered still more

evident by blowing into them, or injecting them . By blowing

the air does not pass into the vomicae, excepting very rarely,

and then only by some imperceptible holes. And after

injecting the lungs, upon cutting into the sounder parts,

numberless small vessels may be seen filled with the wax

;

but in the diseased parts there is no such appearance. The

injected vessels in the sounder parts may be traced a long

way dividing into smaller branches, but those which lead to

tubercles and vomicae, a very short way, and only to their

principal branches. The wax was rarely found to have

entered the middling sized vomicae, and never the smaller or

larger ones."

—

Morbid Anatomy oj the Lungs in Tubercular or

Pulmonary Consumption. By William Stark, M.D. From Pos-

thumous Works. London, 1788. Edinburgh Medical and

Surgical Journal, Vol. 45, 1836.

E
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Laennec—to whom belongs the high merit of

having first pointed out the evidences of cure in

tubercular consumption, says— " I had often observed

marks, puckering and cicatrices in the lungs, without

knowing to what to attribute them, and without

attaching much importance to the appearances.

But after I was convinced of the possibility of cure

in cases of ulceration of the lungs I began to fancy

that nature might have more ways than one of

accomplishing this end, and that cavities in the lungs

after the discharge of their contents by expectoration

and absorption might cicatrise in the same manner

as solutions of continuity in other places."

The argument is, that parenchymatous or organic

disease is an injury, influencing the common vascular

tissue in the same way as other injuries. That is to

say, degeneration or decay of parenchymatous struc-

ture calls forth new cell-growth in the common

vascular tissue, in like manner and for the same

end as do wounds, fractures, and distemper of blood.

The cause of the disease, and the disease itself

which brings on inflammation .being quite distinct.

For example : In mechanical violences we know

there to be, first, the cause of the injury—some

outward object; second, there is the wound, fracture,

or injury which it has occasioned ; and third and
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last, arises the process of repair. In a burn the

immediate antecedent of inflammation is not the

hot body, but the wound, the spoilt integument, the

injury inflicted. The heated substance inflicts the

injury, and from the injury arises inflammation.

The liot body is one thing, the injury inflicted is

another thing, and inflammation, with its attendant

consequences, is a third thing. And the second

event interposes between the first and third.

In many cases of mechanical injury inflammation

does not set in until hours have elapsed from the

application of the cause of the accident. Again, in

epidemical disorders, eruptive fevers, &c., we recog-

nise the same sequence. There i^, first, some evident

or assumed outward cause ; we call it an aerial

poison—an impure air
;
upon this follows, secondly,

blood distemper ; and thirdly, from the blood dis-

temper arises (in the manner already pointed out),

inflammation.

If an aerial poison were the immediate ante-

cedent of local inflammation, we should expect

this to show itself either in the skin or lungs,

these being the parts to which the air has access.

Whereas, in epidemical fevers, inflammation often

occurs in parts of the body, which can be in-

jured by an aerial miasm only through the medium

E 2
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of distempered blood. We have striven to express

clearly our meaning, because the conclusion is, that

neither heat nor cold, nor poisonous air, occasion

inflammation, directly. These are not the logical

antecedents of inflammation or fever. They occa-

sion injury to the soHd parts or the blood, and from

the injury arises the inflammation. Extremes of

heat and cold and poisonous air are dangerous to

life, and reaction, in all these cases, is denoted by

some form of inflammation.

In like manner with cases of tubercular consump-

tion—the cause of tubercles is distinct from tuber-

cles, and increasing tubercles are causes of inflam-

mation. Tubercles commence and spread before

inflammation appears. If, therefore, the first cause

in the series,—that which originated tubercles,

—

continues in operation, then abscess and ulceration

do not stop the march of the disease.

New cell-growth in the common vascular tissue,

progressing with parenchymatous decay, may, in

tubercular consumption, from what we know of its

properties on other occasions, provide against immi-

nent contingencies, anticipate bleeding from the

diseased vessels, prevent the bursting of an abscess

into the cavity of the chest, separate the diseased

from the more healthy parts of the lung, and thus
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prolong life without our knowing it. Yet if the

original cause of the disease, continue in action,

the completion of the therapeutical intent is de-

feated,—the new cell-growth fails of saving the life

of the patient. On the other hand, if, bj some

happy change, by epoch of life, by change of air, diet,

or habits, or any other means, the first cause or

antecedent of the parenchymatous decay be arrested,

then abscess, ulceration, discharge, and cicatrisation,

do effect the cure. New cell-growth softens and

separates the diseased from the healthy parts, to

be expelled by cough or removed by absorption,

and replaces the lost portions of the lung by connec-

tive tissue.

In the disease of the liver termed cirrhosis,

there is slow wasting or decay of the parenchyma-

tous cells of the organ, without bleeding, and as

gradual a replacement of the lost parenchyma by

a growth of fibrous connective tissue which occupies

the void.'^''' Here, we argue, there is reparation to

the extent to which reparation goes in other in-

stances. A secreting parenchyma wasting or de-

stroyed, in no case is restored or reproduced by the

* Wedl's Pathological Histology. New formations of con-

nective tissue in the liver. § 7. Liver, p. 438, &c. Sydenham

Soc. Ed., 1855.
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process of repair. Therefore, although in cirrhosis

of the liver the continuity and outUne of the oi-gan

may be preserved, hsemorrhage prevented, and some-

what of the bulk of the liver remain from an in-

creased growth of connective tissue, occupying the

spaces occasioned by the parenchymatous decay,

still, as there is no restoration of the parenchyma-

tous elements, the special function and secretions of

the organ must gradually fail or diminish. Dimi-

nished or impaired secretion is a cause of blood

distemper ; and from blood distemper thus occa-

sioned, secondary disorders and local inflammation

in other parts, may arise.

Morbid growths not unfrequently present them-

selves in the body, the structure of which is com-

posed of cells distinct from those of any of the

normal textures ; and it is interesting to remark in

Cancee, that blood-vessels cannot be traced in it at

an early period of its formation, but that they make

their appearance, as in the normal development of

the tissues, at a later date."^'' When a natural organ

commences to grow, parenchymatous cells are the

first to make their appearance, after them follows the

blood, and after blood, the vessels and connective

* Human Physiology, by Dr. Cai-penter. Third Edition,

1851, p. 18J.
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tissue.* Likewise in cancer, the same subordination

of vascular tissue growth to the specific growth is

observed. The relations of antecedent and conse-

quent are the same in the morbid as in the natural

growth. Cancer destroys the normal tissues, in the

midst of which it may be developed, and when it

has a power of rapid increase, the growth is said to

be malignant.

Now, in tuberculosis of the lung, new cell-growth

is excited in the common vascular tissue by degene-

ration or decay of the parenchyma. In cirrhosis of

the liver there is increased growth or hypertrophy

of the connective tissue, occasioned by atrophy or

wasting of the parenchyma. In small-pox, new

cell-growth arises in the vascular tissue of the glan-

dules of the skin, from the circulation of distempered

blood. The presence of other poisons in the blood

will occasion abscess in the lymphatic glands. And

in burns, carbuncle, &c., where the living parts are

to separate themselves from the dead, new cell-

growth arises in the vascular tissue. If in these

cases it can be established as the rule, that the phe-

nomena are those of a therapeutical reaction on the

* On the Containing Texture of the Blood. Loncl. Med.

Gazette, June and July, 1850. Figs. I and 2.
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part of the common vascular tissue—as a distinct

and, in some measure, independent texture—against

the dangers threatening Hfe, from disease or decay

in anothei- or parenchymatous texture, then there is

ground for the inference, that fungosities, ulceration

and discharge from a cancerous sore, are also phe-

nomena of reaction on the part of the vascular tissue

—therapeutical efforts to circumscribe, and, if it

were possible, throw off a specific morbid growth,

which by its increase destroys the normal tissues

in the midst of which it has been developed.

Especially is this inference corroborated when the

fungosities or granulations alternately arise and

fade away, new blood-vessels forming in all direc-

tions without bloodshed, and evident though un-

availing efforts are made at the cicatrisation of the

wound.

A specific and parenchymatous disease may be of

rapid or quiescent growth ; and growth in the

vascular tissue around it may also be rapid or

quiescent— acute or chronic. A malignant cancer-

ous growth is in its own nature active, and

when inflammation arises there is activity in the

vas'cular tissue also,—a double activity—a specific

morbid growth conjoined with inflammation growth.

Tuberculosis of the lungs, on the other hand,
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is of very giadual or quiescent growth, and until

inflammation is aroused the vascular tissue is

quiescent also. Therefore, in organic or specific

diseases, there may be a double activity or a

double quiescence, and phenomena will vai-y ac-

cordingly.

Physiological science forms as yet no reliable

speculation as to the manner in which normal cells

produce from common materials the manifold results

they do, further than referring them to the vital or

metabolic properties of the cells or their nuclei.

There can be no expectation of going beyond the

physiological interpretation in pathology or thera-

peutics. But if in natural growth the distinction

between the common vascular or connective tissue

and parenchymatous substances be established, the

fact cannot be disregarded in phenomena of disease,

or in morbid anatomy ; and also, it must be ad-

mitted, in any endeavour to interpret the natural

methods of cure.
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Vll.

OP CHRONIC INFLAMMATION.

There are tlien three causes of new cell-growth

in the common vascular tissue 1. Mechanical vio-

lence. 2. Blood distemper. 3. Organic disease.

In mechanical violence and organic disease the

injury and inflammation are. local. In epidemical

disorders the injury which calls forth inflammation

is referred to the blood : and inflammation locallv

appearing, discloses the • parenchyma first or most

affected by the circulation of the distempered blood.

The signs of inflammation commencing are in-

creased heat with hypercemia, and the coats of the

blood-vessels yielding, lymph exudes. To lymph

succeeds cell-growth, granulations, new Uood-vessels,

and also in many instances pus. Lymph beneath

the cuticle forms vesicles. Pus confined forms pus-

tules and abscess. Granulations in exuberance are

iQvmQdi fungosities, and sometimes popularly, "proud

flesh" But when granulations lose their life and

fade away ulceration remains.

A slough upon the skin or surface of the body,
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is thrown off solid aiid entire, without difficulty and

without bleeding. And we may conclude, in healthy

persons, that we see the process—granulation, ulce-

ration, and suppuration—which removes the slough,

under the best circumstances. In all other cases of

sloughing, difficulties interpose. In carbuncles, the

dead areolar tissue is beneath the still living skin,

and in necrosis of bone, the dead bone lies deep

beneath the living muscles and skin. The process

of separation and discharge is therefore chronic or

protracted, until free outlets for the dead matter

have been made, either slowly by the natural efforts,

or, in a speedier way, by the caustic or knife of the

surgeon. In the case of injured cornea before re-

lated (p. 2), experience teaches that inflammation,

ulceration, and abscess, there observed, would have

been protracted until the foreign body was expelled.

In common issues,—granulation, suppuration, and

ulceration are kept up or made chronic, by retaining

the peas in the wound. In all these instances there

can, we think, be no ground for misinterpreting the

intention of the natural efforts—no doubt of the

therapeutical end, the cure attempted—though the

process is chronic and may fail through difficulty.

Again, in abscess of the liver or kidney from an
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aceplialocyst, difficulties arise from the conforination

of tlic part. " Occasionally, says Sydenham, and he

is speaking of epidemical diseases, " the process by

which nature strives to expel the morbid influence,

fastens upon a part wholly unable to get rid of it at

all, and this may arise from the conformation of the

part itself, as is the case with morbid matter impacted

in the brain or nerves of paralytics, and with pus in

the cavities of a thoracic empyema."

Tubercular consumption ranges in this category,

for there are hindrances to the discharge of the con-

tents of a'pulmonary abscess, from the conformation of

the part. The matter of tubercles cannot be got rid of

except after complete softening and fluidity, and

then only by cough and expectoration through open-

ings made by ulceration in the bronchial tubes. The

morbid material which is softened and separates

from the more healthy part of the lung, is deeply

seated in the interior of a vital organ. With these

contingencies, that the process of sloughing, soften-

ing, discharge, and reparation, should be protracted

and fail, is no more than what we see in other, and

seemingly much less complicated cases. But the

word fail is scarcely appropriate. For, as we have

said, abscess and ulceration, though unequal to the
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task of expelling the morbid matter, have yet pre-

vented hasraorrhage.

Sometimes the simplest wounds fester and ulcerate,

trifling bruises run on into abscess, sprains bring on

scrofulous affections, and common fractures will not

unite by bone. Let us illustrate these general re-

marks by a few examples.

It has been observed at the hospital, St. Louis, in

Paris, when the wind sets in from the slaughter-

houses in Montfan§on, that the healing of the

wounds and sores of the patients is arrested,—they

assume an unhealth}'" appearance, which continues as

long as the wind blows from that quarter. It some-

times happens in a hospital, that the first part of the

process of repair in a fractured bone proceeds satis-

factorily, but completion of cure is arrested, the

union remains soft, yielding, and flexible. In such

cases, cure has been completed by sending the patient

out of the hospital into the purer air of the country.

Places which are notorious for the prevalence of

epidemical diseases, and a high rate of mortality

among infants and children, are also notorious for

scrofulous affections—chronic forms of inflammation.

Sailors at sea in hot cHmates are accustomed to

tramp about the ship without shoes or stockings, and
their feet and legs are consequently bitten by mos-
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quitoes. The bites generally ulcerate, but mucli

more so in some seasons than in others, and the ulcers

frequently continue to enlarge, sometimes quickly

—

in a few days attaining considerable magnitude—at

others slowly for weeks, and in spite of medical

treatment, so long as the ship remains in the same

latitude. But upon cruising in a different atmos-

phere and more temperate climes, the ulcers heal

speedily, and without further trouble. In a large

infirmary in London," when a piece of ornamental

water, which was formerly stagnant, in front of the

edifice, had a green scum upon it, surgical operations

were not so successful as at other times, and a flow

of fresh water has been introduced to prevent the

miasm.

In these cases the process of repair is irregular

or protracted, not from mechanical hindrances in the

part itself, nor from the conformation of the parts,

but from conditions of the general health removable

by change of air and habits. And we argue of

blood distempers, besides those of graver kind which

create fever, inflammation, and critical discharge,

that there are others of more lenient form, which,

not marked by any special illness, are yet a cause

of hindrance to new cell-growth estabhshed for

the cure of local injury. That is to say—

a
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minor disturbcance of the qualities of blood, com-

patible with healthy functions in all the natural

organs, may cause a new and tender cell-growth

springing up for repair of local violence to fade ;

the new growth being the first to show the effect

of the blood deterioration. And if this minor dete-

rioration of the qualities of blood be kept up or

continually accruing^—as we suppose it would be

—

by hving in an unwholesome air, or by persevering

in unwholesome habits, then forms of inflammation

become chronic. " Granulations lose their hfe and

fade away. New granulations may afterwards spring

up, but these fade also, and so they continue to do

until some alteration, be made/' An alteration in

the properties of the cell-growth, by an improvement

in the qualities of the blood.

Cell Therapeutics, then, may be protracted and

fail. First, from mechanical hindrances in the part

itself, which may be surgically removed : thorns in

the flesh, peas in an issue, dead areolar tissue beneath

the still living skin, dead bone beneath the muscles

and skin, &c. Secondly, from the conformation of

the parts and their situation beyond manual control,

so that matter which would be easily discharged,

could an exterior outlet be made, cannot get away :
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a clot of blood upon the brain, abscess in an internal

organ, &c. Thirdly, from a minor distemper of

blood, one removable by change of air, diet, or

habits : chronic or scrofulous ulcers healing by a

better quality of food and water, or by a change of

residence and habits. And, fourthly, in organic

disease, therapeutics fail : when parenchymatous

decay continues in progress. The reproduction of a

parenchyma—such as brain, liver, or lung substance

being beyond the province of repair.

These difficulties and hindrances we contend,

furnish no valid ground of opposition to our argu-

ment : — That cell-growth in the vascular tissue is the

general agent of repair ; that- suppuration in small-

pox, around tubercles and in other cases, has a

therapeutical mission, though in some instances there

may be insuperable difficulty. But why, such being

the argument, it may be asked, is not cell-growth

extinguished, if difficulties be insuperable, rather

than it should happen that a process intended for

repair goes on to be a cause of death 1 This ques-

tion can be solved only by assigning a reason for a

general law of growth.

In natural growth a rule of normal form or sym-

metry exists—a certain order, hmitations, I'egular

stao-es, and fixed periods. Nevertheless, the rule
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is far from being an inflexible one. Monstrosities

are produced which cannot live an hour in the

world. Also infants are born with one hand, or with

more than the natural number of fingers or toes,

without fingers or feet, with club-foot, hare-lip,

divided palate, and numerous other more or less

obvious irregularities.

In the embryo, growth once started does not cease

because of irregularity, or because it is taking a

wrong direction. The monstrosity without a brain

—

with an imperfect heart—without limbs or shape, goes

on growing, though it must die as soon as born. In

these cases, we cannot tell why growth goes on,

when the failure of its purpose is decided, all that

can be said is, that the rule extends to new cell-

growth, arising for repair, which we know in many in-

stances—in compound fractures or crushed joints

for instance,—when once started, is not extin-

guished, by insuperable difficulties. That is to say,

of both cases—of natural growth degenerating into

monstrosity—and of new cell-growths in the vascu-

lar tissue assuming the characters of disease, they

may cease only with the life of the individual.

There are those who argue that monstrosities are

so from the very first, independent of exterior

causes. But there are others who take another

F
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view of monstrosities, and argue :—That nature

decreed the perfect form, though imperfections may

arise earher or later from unsuitable exterior con-

ditions. Persons who hold the latter alternative

with respect to monstrosities, may agree with us,

that irregularity, exuberance, chronicity, &c., as

applied to inflammation, denote hindrances and

difficulties in a process of repair.

VIII.

CONCLUSIONS.

We might have amplified the basis of our argu-

ment by embracing other examples of cell-growth,

reparation, and disease. But enough, we think, has

been adduced to warrant the followiug conclu-

sions :

—

First :—That cell-growth in the common vascular

tissue is the natural method of repair, which, Hke all

other growths, may succeed or not, according to con-

tingent circumstances. Regularity or conformity to

natural growth and success, entitle it to be called the

process of repair, healthy inflammation, or cell-
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tlierapeutics. Irregularities, exuberance, protrac-

tions, and failure rank under the term unhealthy

inflammation, and are placed in the class of diseases.

Second :—This new growth appears in two pro-

minent forms—granulation and pus. The former

united to the texture from which it grows bj new

blood-vessels, repairs solutions of continuity by

metamorphosis into connective tissue. The latter,

a deciduous cell-growth—discharges sloughs, and in

virtue of the property of selective absorption in the

elementary cells—eliminates poisons from the blood.

Vesicles, pustules, abscess, suppuration, ulceration,

and fungosities are varieties, and may denote irregu-

larities of cell-growth.

In support of these conclusions, the following

reflections occur. In mechanical injuries the process

of repair has at first a pathological aspect. We say

inflammation arises. On the other hand, in gout,

small-pox, scarlet fever, and measles, inflammation

vindicates its therapeutical purport by the Kmita-

tions it observes, by the order and regularity of its

times and stages, and by the recovery of the person

concomitantly with a discharge of morbid secretion

or preternatural cells at the sites of inflammation.

r 2
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Cell therapeutics, after mechanical injury, has then a

mixed pathological and physiological aspect. The

pathological part is the first part. The injury has

been inflicted and there is need of reparation.

This is responded to by new cell-growth in the

vascular tissue, the primitive form of growth of that

tissue. The new growth requires for its support

new blood-vessels, and new blood-vessels appear.

But these new vessels cannot carry on the circulation

without joining to openings in the older vessels.

The openings are made by the absorptive property

which all cell-growths possess. And thus the new

growth establishes itself at the expense of the exist-

ing vascular tissue. The proper healing or repairing

part of the process cannot be said to have com-

menced while these operations are in progress

—

while cell-growth and new blood-vessels are increas-

ing. It is only when these have accomplished their

part—when cell-growth is beginning to give place to

fibrous connective tissue, and new blood-vessels are

diminishing in number—that regularity and success

entitle the phenomenon to rank as the process of

repair.

In like manner, in blood distempers the pheno-

mena have a mingled pathological and physiological

aspect. In small pox, the pustules arise with in-
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flammation. These are pathological to the vascular

tissue ;
they alter the form and properties of the

blood-vessels. But the new cell-growth performs a

therapeutical act as respects the blood, the cells of

the pustules transferring injurious matter from the

circulation to the sohd texture for discharge.

Cell-growth in the vascular tissue or inflammation

—whichever term we employ—is at all times, and

from whatever cause arising, a thing of mingled

good and evil, even when accomplishing the process

of repair with success. And we may agree, when

the good purpose is evident and in course of fulfil-

ment, to call it the process of repair, and when the

evil predominates, a disease. This would be a con-

sistent and intelligible distinction. But, to call

inflammation when it observes a regular order, strict

limitations, fixed periods, and is followed by cure, as

in small-pox, scarlet fever, measles, and gout

—

a

disease, when the distemper is in the blood—and

inflammation and suppuration in burns and com-

pound fractures, often greatly more protracted, more

dangerous and exhausting to the patient the process

of repair, as though they had nothing in common
with each other, seems " an inappropriate form of

mental apprehension to apply to the facts which

cannot give rise to any exact or substantial know-
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ledge." Whereas, if the evidence produced shows

that forms of inflammation—described by Mr.

Hunter as adhesive, sujDpurative, and ulcerative

—

and the process of repair, are both resolvable into

forms of new cell-growth in the common vascular

tissue ; that granulation, suppuration, and ulcera-

tion in burns, compound fractures, necrosis of bone,

tubercular consumption, &c., separate the dead from

the living parts, sever bonds of union, interrupt the

continuity of blood-vessels and create new ones

without bleeding ;—that vesicles, pustules or abscess

are appointed means for the discharge of poisons

from the blood, then the subject assumes altogether

a physiological aspect, and therapeutical operations

are based upon the properties of cells.

The first rounds of the ladder by which the loftier

heights of science are attained, must not be over-

looked, trite and common as they are. Water, air,

and food are necessaries of life. Yet water will

choke, a little air in the heart will kill, and the most

wholesome food in excess will distemper the blood

—

in deficiency will starve. Opium will lull to sleep,

mercury will stop diseased growth, and antimony

relieve an over-charged stomach. Yet opium, mer-

cury, and antimony are poisons. Growths may be

symmetrical and normal, or uusymmctrical and
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monstrous. And new cell-growth or inflammation

may be a process of repair or a disease. Things

which in their proper place and quantity are right,

or contribute to health :—misplaced, excessive, or

deficient without alteration in their nature, are

wi'ong, and constitute disease. New cell-growth in

the vascular tissue is, we contend, the natural pro-

vision which severs and opens blood-vessels without

hemorrhage. Granulation, the natural provision for

the repair of solutions of continuity ; and pus, for

the throwing off of sloughs and poisons. If granu-

lations are wanted, and they appear, they belong

to the category of therapeutics. If they be in

excess, so much of them as is in excess belongs to

pathology, the rest are physiological. If pus be

required to loosen and discharge a slough, and pus

appears and performs the task, it belongs to the

category of therapeutics ; but if pus, having per-

formed its office, continues to form and be discharged

when it is not wanted, we treat it as we would any

other pathological growth—not by encouragement

but repression. And thus it is that inflammation

has two bearings.""''

In mechanical violences the surgeon sees the

* See the subject more fully treated in Healthy and

Diseased Structure, p. 69, &c.
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amount of injury, whether simple contused, lace-

rated, or comminuted. And before the first part

of the process of repair,—inflammation and suppu-

ration,—has commenced, he has opportunity to form

a judgment of the course and time it is likely to

take. He views with dread a comminuted com-

pound fracture, or a crushed joint, and perhaps

doubts whether the case should be trusted to the

natural efforts for cure even when assisted with all

his skill. If his decision be in the affirmative, he

prepares himself and his patient for granulation,

ulceration, and suppuration, and the probable use

of caustics and astringents to control the exuberance

of cell-growth—holding in reserve, should any un-

manageable excess or irregularity endanger the

powers of life—the removal of the limb.

On the contrary, in blood distemperature and

organic disease, the physician cannot know the full

extent of injury, or foretell the amount of inflam-

mation which may ensue. And when this has com-

menced, if the site be internal,—the spreading or

limitation, the regularity or irregularity, the acute-

ness or chronicity of it,—has to be determined not

by direct observation, but from symptoms,—the

pulse, countenance, complainings, bearing and man-

ner of the patient. And for exuberance or defi-
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ciency producing exhaustion or danger, though he

may employ interfering agents successfully in some

cases, yet should these fail he has no amputation in

reserve.

In the treatment of a burn, or other mechanical

injury, if inflammation be only in the right propor-

tion, the surgeon does not interfere, except to favour

or promote the oncoming granulations, as upon these

he is dependent for the separation of the slough,

and the healing of the wound. When the slough

has been detached, he expects the granulations to

heal or give way to the fibrous cicatrix. If they do

not, he no longer treats them with care and encour-

agement. On the contrary, strong pressure and

caustics are used to arrest their luxuriance, or

stimulants applied to awaken their inactivity.

In surgical cases, these interferences are not the

cure, but they open the way for cure. Analogously,

in medical treatment, there are many medicines

employed which are poisons ; and it is a result of

microscopical investigation, that in order to be bene-

ficial they must partake of this character, inasmuch

as they are employed to stop cell-growth. The

principle upon which this is effected before disturb-

ing healthy functions appears to be this :—The

growth we wish to stop has the embryoniform type
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—it is the youngest or last formed, the tenderest or

most succulent, and therefore the first to fade upon

the presence of unsuitable conditions—of alterative

agents given for the express purpose of its removal.

And the principle here seems to be the same as that

before referred to in the case of the sailors, as keep-

ing up chronic ulcerations. The sailors, in a hot

climate, and living on salt provisions, had chronic

ulcerations for weeks from some cause, which pre-

vented healthy granulation, though it did not visibly

affect their general health. Here therapeutics re-

quired a granulation cell-growth, and that which

prevented it was the cause of the continuance of the

ulcers. In the cases we are now speaking of, on the

contrary, we want imjnediately to stop a granulation

cell-growth. And some interfering agent is resorted

to, to produce just so much qualitative change in

the blood as shall stop it. The Art seems to consist

in the selection of the proper agent, and the appor-

tionment of it in such quantities, that a minor dis-

temper of blood, sufficient to extinguish the morbid

growth without materially interfering with healthy

functions shall be produced. Just so much, in

fact, as in the sailors mentioned, kept the chronic

ulcers from healing.

The adult man resists influences which disorder
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the child, and would altogether stop growth in the

embryo. And so the natural organs appear able to

resist the action of a medicine or a poison which

will interfere and stop a new or recent embryoni-

form cell-growth. For what are the facts 'i All

the principal organs of the body are composed of

cells and vascular tissue. And when inflammation

occurs, the vascular tissue becomes the seat of cell-

growth. All these cells, natural and preternatural,

take from the blood the materials of their growth.

There is then, on the one hand, all the natural cell-

organs to be cared for, and on the other, the ex-

uberant new cell-growth in the vascular tissue to be

arrested.

And the problem of cure seems to consist in select-

ing a medicine or a surgical application which shall

prove remedial by stopping the abnormal cell-growth

before producing an injurious influence upon any of

the natural organs.* If microscopical research lead

to the conclusion that all therapeutical operations

are accomphshed through the medium of a nucleated

cell-growth, and if experience prove that mercury

will check the progress of a preternatural cell-growth

before producing salivation, surely we may endea-

* Vide Healthy and Diseased Structure, &c., Ch. III.

Therapeutics and Cure, p. 222, &c.
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vour to interpret the medical, by the physiological

fact. And if we accord to physiological cell-

growth and "nuclei" the property of selective

attraction or absorption, no reason has yet been

shown why it should be denied to pathological

cells and nuclei. Nor can any such reason be

shown, if a physiological cell-growth becomes

pathological without alteration of nature, simply

by deficiency, protraction, and excess. On the

other hand, the necessity for the exercise of

medical and surgical skill and art in all cases is very

apparent. And let us agree to rest the necessity

upon the right basis.
^

The most anxious care and watching is required

or befits a growth of the most tender yet active

nature—an embryoniform cell-structure, which may

arise in twenty-four hours (p. 33), estabhsh itself in

the vascular tissue, acquire blood-vessels, absorb the

surrounding texture, and bleed in two days (p. 34) :

—

Which is Hable from numerous circumstances to irre-

gularity, exuberance, or premature decay :—Which,

if languishing,—struggling with difficulties, or in

deficiency, may be assisted by manual and medical

art,—may be aroused by stimulants, and cherished

by warmth, moisture, and soothing appliances. But
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which, if outstepping, the therapeutical limit must be,

and is repelled by depletion and hostile interferences,

or destroyed by caustics, poisons, and the knife.

Future discussion must decide upon the merit of

the views we have here put forth. In the mean

time, the Cell Physiology as at present established,

though it places inflammation in a new aspect,

nevertheless elucidates and confirms the principles

of Medical Art.

IX.

OP UNITY OF DESIGN AND THE PHYSIOLOGY OF

INFLAMMATION.

The most satisfactory evidence of Unity of

Design is derived from the study of the development

of living beings. When we go back to the very

commencement of growth, we observe that the evo-

lution of the germ in the highest animals, as in the

lowliest plants, begins by the multiplication and in-

crease of nucleated cells. And it is not until this

has proceeded to a considerable extent that it could

be stated with certainty, from an examination of the
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germ alone, whether it is that of a plant or of an

animal. And when, again, the distinctive charac-

ters of the animal class first present themselves, it

could not be predicated whether the germ is that of

a Radiated, Molluscous, Articulated, or Vertebrated

animal. The special organs, in every case, arise by

a gradual change from the more homogeneous mass

of cells,—the form and arrangement of the organs

depending on the circumstances in which the Being is

destined to exist. In the highest class of animals these

special organs become more and more numerous and

various in proportion to the complexit^f the nutritive

processes ; still all those most appropriately styled

Glands, or secreting organs, have the nucleated cell

structure, and differ only in the peculiar adaptation

of the cell elements of each, to separate preferably a

particular constituent of the blood.

It may be more difficult to trace a fundamental

Unity in relation to the functional character of the

special glandular organs considered as instruments

for particular ends, concealed as this is by that

extraordinary variety which is the chief source of

the diversity of forms presented by living beings.

But, if in place of looking at the origin and con-

nexions of the parts, we regard them with reference

to the acts to which they are subservient, we shall
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find in the higher orders of animals, organs specially

set apart for the functions of absorption, secretion,

excretion, and reproduction, whilst in the germ all

these acts are traceable in the homogeneous cell

mass which composes the germ organism. But this

setting apart a particular organ for a particular

function does not proceed to the extent of taking

away entirely from the special organ the capacity

for sharing in other functions. On the contrary, it

is concluded by those entitled to speak on the sub-

ject, that the whole structure retains more or less of

the primitive community of function. It is not our

purpose to show in detail how this conclusion has

been established ; we propose only to refer to those

facts of glandular structures— of absorbing and excret-

ing structures—which, substantiating the conclusion

above stated, have at the same time a bearing upon

the philosophy of Cell Therapeutics, or the physio-

logy of inflammation.*

The vilh of the intestine are special organs of

absorption, but also, they excrete material no longer

of any use in the operations of life. The lungs are

* "Edinburgh Philosophical Journal," July, 1837. " Human
Physiology," ante pp. 575—585, &c. Also, " The Unity of

Nature," by C. B. Eadcliflfe, M.D. A work which abounds

with striking illustrations.
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organs of respiration, but it is well known that the

blood in its passage through them absorbs, on the

one hand, from the air, elements which renovate its

arterial character and composition, and on the other,

excretes an exhalation. The skin is an excreting

organ, yet it will admit of the passage of fluid into

the interior of the system, especially when the sup-

ply afforded by the special channels is deficient.

And a mucous membrane exposed to the air will

take on the appearance and function of the skin.

Each secretion appears as if it could be formed by

its own organ alone, yet we may observe when the

excretory function of a particular gland is suspended,

or when it is not performed with sufficient activity,

that other secreting organs, or even the general sur-

face, appear to be able to perform it in some degree.

It seems established by a great mass of observations

that the Urine, or a fluid presenting its essential

characters, may be secreted, or pass off by the sali-

vary and mammary glands, by the mucous membrane

of the intestine, by parts of the outer integument,

and even by serous membranes, the ventricles of the

brain, the pleura and peritoneum ; and such a me-

tastasis has not only taken place in cases in which

the normal excretion was checked or impeded by

disease, but has been induced experimentally—by
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extirpation of the kidneys, or by tying the renal

artery. So, again, if the excretion of Bile be

checked by disease of the liver, its elements are

discharged through other channels ; the urine, the

cutaneous transpiration, and even the sputa derived

from the mucous membrane of the lungs being more

or less deeply tinged with the colouring matter of

bile. The secretion of Milh has been transferred to

different parts of the skin, to the intestinal mucous

membrane, to the bronchial tubes, and even to the

surface of an ulcer. The whole structure retaining

more or less of the primitive community of action.

Geanulations and Pus have the most general

type of organised structure—they are forms of nu-

cleated cell-growth ; we find them possessing the

essential elements of glandular organs. In their ele-

mentary composition, and in the acts to which they

are subservient, there is sufficient to excite an earnest

attention. The sore occasioned by a common bHster

is an excreting surface ; there is a copious discharge

of cells from it, yet the influence of the blistering

fly may be traced, extending by absorption, to the

urinary organs. In other cases the influence of

medicines and poisons may be communicated to

distant organs if the medicine be brought into con-

G
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tact with the granuhations of a wound, although from

these granulations there may at the time be a co-

pious discharge of pus. An abscess is both an ex-

creting and an absorbing surface. It may be re-

garded as a kind of new organ developed in the

body. In the formation of an abscess there is puru-

lent accumulation or cell-growth, which forms the

principal part of the swelling ; and there is also at

the same time absorption of the vascular tissue.

Sores give rise to different kinds of pus, and we can

make no doubt that the different^arts of which the

blood is composed, will come away more in one

kind of pus than in another. The poison of small-

pox comes away in the matter of the pustules.

Each pustule acts as a temporary new organ for the

excretion of the abnormal material from the blood.

And when the pustules have performed their task,

they fade away and disappear, as do many forms of

temporary cell-growth during the development of

the germ. There is no natural organ for the ehmi-

nation of small-pox poison from the blood, therefore

the common vascular tissue of the outer integument

takes on the excretory function, and cells of the

most general type eliminate the poison.

A common issue is established as a drain to the

blood. But there can be no drain except in con-
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junction with cell-growth. A sore having been

made, and granulations established, the peas are

inserted to prevent them heahng. These foreign

bodies, in contact with the granulations, fulfil the

conditions we have supposed in tubercular consump-

tion, in necrosis of bone, carbuncles, diseased joints,

&c.
;
they are hindrances to the process of repair

;

they alter the destination of the young and growing

cells, so that instead of becoming fixed in the granu-

lations and proceeding to a fibrous transformation,

they are checked, become deciduous, and fall away

as cells, at the same time carrying out from the

system the materials they have taken for their own

growth from the blood. Such an operation as this

upon any great scale must impoverish the blood.

But in a smaller degree, and under particular cir-

cumstances—those, for example, in which an issue

is required—the circulating fluid, by such an action,

may be relieved of excrementitious matter, as it is

by the several natural actions of the same kind.

The granulations of the issue becoming a preter-

natural excretory organ.

Errors in diet, unwholesome habits, &c., vitiate the

quahties of blood ; and sedentary occupations long

continued are known to be favourable to inactivity

in the functions of the natural excretory organs.
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Under such cn-cumstances new cell-growth or

granulations established for repair or cure of a

local injury may fall into the condition of an

issue. Cell-growth is diverted from one form or

quality to another by the condition of the blood ; and

granulations, instead of metamorphosing into fibrous

texture, continue to discharge deciduous excreting

cells. Abscess, ulceration, and suppuration persist

to the exclusion of the local reparation, as long as the

abnormal state of blood remains. To cure the sore

or wound, the condition of the olood must be altered,

by arousing into activity all the natural excreting

organs, and when this has been accompHshed the

excreting acts of the new growth cease and the sore

heals.

The process of Inflammation we conceive to be

in Harmony with the Unity op Design traceable

throughout Nature in all that relates to the structure

and functions of Living Beings ; and we have briefly

submitted an outline of its Therapeutical uses in

accordance with the doctrines of Cell-growth.

PINIS.
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that it is superfluous to speak of them in terms of commendation."

—

Edinburgh

Medical and Surgical Journal,

" No one is more distinguished for the elegance and recherchd style of his publica-

tions than Mr. Churchill."

—

Provincial Medical Journal,

"Mr. Churchill's publications are very handsomely got up: the engravings are

remarkably well executed."

—

Dublin Medical Press.

"The typography, illustrations, and getting up are, in all Mr. Churchill's publi-

cations, most beautiful."

—

Monthly Journal of Medical Science.

" Mr. Churchill's illustrated works are among the best that emanate from the

Medical Vreas."—Medical Times,

" We have before called the attention of both students and practitioners to the great

advantage which Mr. Churchill has conferred on the profession, in the issue, at such a
moderate cost, of works so highly creditable in point of artistic execution and scientific

merit."

—

Dublin Quarterly Journal,
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Mr. Churchili, is the Publisher of the following Periodicals, offering to Authors a

wide extent of Literary Announcement, and a Medium of Advertisement, addressed to
all tlassos of the Profession. Communication.s, Books for Rkview, addressed to the
respective Editors, arc received and duly forwarded by Mr. Churchill.

THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL REVIEW;
OK,

QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE.

Price Six Shillings. Nos. 1 to 33.

THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPICAL
SCIENCE.

Edited by Edwin Lankester, M.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., and George Btisk, F.R.C.S.E.,

F.R.S., F.L.S. Price 4s. Nos. I. to XIV.

1

THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE.
Published Weeklj', price Sevenpence, or Stamped, Eightpence.

Annual Subscription, £1. 10s., or Stamped, £1. 14s. iid., and regulai-ly forwarded to all parts

of the Kingdom.

The Medical Times and Gazette is favoured with an amoimt of Literary and Scientific

support which enables it to reflect fully the progress of Medical Science, and insure for it a

character, an influence, and a circulation possessed at the present time by no Medical Peri-

odical.

THE HALF-YEARLY ABSTRACT OF THE
MEDICAL SCIENCES.

Being a Digest of the Contents of the principal British and Continental Medical Works;
together with a Critical Report of the Progress of Medicine and the Collateral Sciences.

Edited by W. H. Ranking, M.D., Cantab., and C. B. Radcliffe, M.D., Lend. Post 8vo.

cloth, 6s. 6d. Vols. 1 to 22.

THE JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGICAL MEDICINE
AND MENTAL PATHOLOGY.

Being a Quarterly Review of Medical Jurisprudence and Insanity. Edited by Forbes

WiNSLOW, M.D. Price 3s. 6d. No. 1. New Series.

THE PHARMACEUTICAL JOURNAL.
EDITED BY JACOB BELL, F.L.S., M.R.I.

Published Monthly, price One Shilling.

* * Vols. 1 to 15, bound in cloth, price 12s. 6d. each.

THE DUBLIN MEDICAL PRESS.

Published Weekly, Stamped, price Sixpence, free to any part of the Empire.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY.
Published Annually. 12ino. cloth, 8s. dd.
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MR. Churchill's publications.

MR. ACTON, M.R.C.S.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON DISEASES OE THE URINARY
ilS^^GENERii'IVE OR^^^^ OF BOTH SEXES, INCLUDING SYPHILIS.

Second Edition. 8vo. cloth, 20s.

i

DR. ADDISON,
SENIOR PHYSICIAN TO GUY'S HOSPITAL.

ON THE CONSTITUTIONAL AND LOCAL EFEECTS OF
DISEASE OF THE SUPRA-RENAL CAPSULES. 4to. cloth. Coloured Plates, 21s.

DR. WILLIAM ADDISON, F. R.S., F.L.S.

ON HEALTHY AND DISEASED STRUCTURE, and the True

Principles of Treatment for the Cure of Disease, especially Consumption

AND ScROPULA, founded on Microscopical Analysis. 8vo. cloth, 12s.

MR. ANDERSON, F.R.C.S.

HYSTERICAL, HYPOCHONDRIACAL, EPILEPTIC, AND
OTHER NERVOUS AFFECTIONS; their Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment.

8vo. cloth, 5s.

THE SYMPTOMS AND TREATMENT OF THE DISEASES OF
PREGNANCY. Post Bvo. 4s. 6d.

DR. JAMES ARNOTT.

ON THE REMEDIAL AGENCY OF A LOCAL AN^STHENIC
OR BENUMBING TEMPERATURE, in various painful and inflammatory Diseases.

Bvo. cloth, 4s. 6c?.

II.

ON INDIGESTION; its Pathology and its Treatment, by the Local
Application of Uniform and Continuous Heat and Moisture. With an Account of an
improved Mode of applying Heat and Moisture in Irritative and Inflammatory Diseases.

With a Plate. 8vo. 5s.

III.

PRACTICAL ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE TREATMENT OF
OBSTRUCTIONS IN THE URETHRA, AND OTHER CANALS, BY THE
DILATATION OF FLUID PRESSURE. Bvo. boards, 3s.

MR. F. A. ABEL, F.C.S.,

PUOFESSOIl OF CHEMISTRY AT THE ROYAL MILITARY ACADEMY, WOOLWICH ; AND

MR. C. L. BLOXAM,
DEMONSTRATOR OP PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY IN KING'S COLLEGE.

HANDBOOK OF CHEMISTRY: theoretical, practical,
AND TECHNICAL. 8vo. cloth, 15*.

i
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MR. T. J. ASHTON,
SDRGEON TO THE BLEN HE I M-STUE ET DISPENSAttY.

ON TEE DISEASES, INJUEIES, AND MALEOEMATIONS
OF THE RECTUM AND ANUS. 8vo. cloth, 8s.

A TREATISE ON CORNS AND BUNIONS, AND IN-GROW-
ING OF TPIE TOE-NAIL: tlieii- Causes and Treatment. Post 8vo. cloth, Ss.Gd,

MR. ATKINSON.
MEDICAL BIBLIOGEAPHY. Voi. i. Eoyai 8vo. 1 6..

DR. WILLIAM BALY, F.R.S.,

ASSISTANT PHYSICIAN TO ST. BABTHOLOMEW' S HOSPITAL; AND

DR. WILLIAM W. GULL,
ASSISTANT PHYSICIAN TO GUY'S HOSPITAL.

EEPORTS ON EPIDEMIC CHOLERA, its Cause and Mode of

Diffusion, Morbid Anatomy, Pathology and Treatment. Drawn up at the desire of the

Cholera Committee of the Royal College of Physicians. With Maps, 8vo. cloth, 16s.

DR. BARLOW,
PHYSICIAN TO GDY'S HOSPITAL.

^ A MANUAL OE THE PRACTICE OE MEDICINE. Fcap. 8vo.

cloth, 12s. 6d.

MR. RICHARD BARWELL, F.R.C.S.,

DEMONSTKATOR OF ANATOMY AT ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

ASIATIC CHOLERA ; its Symptoms, Pathology, and Treatment. Post

8vo. cloth, 4s. 6d.

DR. BASCOME.

A HISTORY OE EPIDEMIC PESTILENCES, EROM THE
EARLIEST AGES. 8vo. cloth, 8s.

MR. BATEMAN.

MAGNACOPIA : A Practical Library of Profitable Knowledge, commu-

nicatiiiff the ccncral Minutia; of Chemical and Pharmaceutic Routine, together with the

gar, Spa Waters; newly-invented Writing Fluids; Etching on Steel or Iron; with an

extensive Variety old cceteni. Third Edition. 18rao. b's.
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DR. BEALE,

PKOFESSOR OF PHYSIOLOGY AND GENERAL AND MORBID ANATOMY IN KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON.

THE MICROSCOPE, AND ITS APPLICATION TO CLINICAL
MEDICINE. With 232 Engravings on Wood. Post 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

MR. LIONEL J. BEALE, M.R.C.S.

THE LAWS OF HEALTH IN THEIR RELATIONS TO MIND
AND BODY. A Series of Letters from an Old Practitioner to a Patient. Post 8vo.

cloth, 7a'. 6d.

MR. BEASLEY.
I.

THE BOOK OF PRESCRIPTIONS; containing 2900 Prescriptions.

Collected from the Practice of the most eminent Physicians and Surgeons, English

and Foreign. 24mo. cloth, 6s.

II.

r THE DRUGGISTS' GENERAL RECEIPT-BOOK; comprising a

copious Veterinary Formulary and Table of Veterinary Materia Medica ; Patent and
Proprietary Medicines, Druggists' Nostrums, &c. ;

Perfumery, Skin Cosmetics, Hair
Cosmetics, and Teeth Cosmetics

;
Beverages, Dietetic Articles, and Condiments ; Trade

Chemicals, Miscellaneous Preparations and Compounds used in the Arts, &c. ; with

useful Memoranda and Tables. Third Edition. 24mo. cloth, 6s.

III.

¥^ THE POCKET FORMULARY AND SYNOPSIS OF THE
BRITISH AND FOREIGN PHARMACOPCEIAS

;
comprising standard and

approved Formulae for the Preparations and Compounds employed in Medical Practice.

Sixth Edition, corrected and enlarged. 24mo. cloth, 6s.

DR. O'B. BELLINGHAM.

ON ANEURISM, AND ITS TREATMENT BY COMPRESSION.
12mo. cloth, 4s.

DR. HENRY BENNET,
LATE PHYSICIAN ACCOUCHEUR TO THE WESTEEN GENERAL DISPENSARY.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON INFLAMMATION AND
OTHER DISEASES OF THE UTERUS. Third Edition, revised, with additions
8vo. cloth, 12s. 6d.

DR. BILLING, F.R.S.

ON DISEASES OF THE LUNGS AND HEART. Svo. doth, 6..

FIRST PRINCIPLES OF MEDICINE. Fifth Edition, Revised and
Improved. 8vo. lOs. 6d.
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MR. p. HINCKES BIRD, F.R.C.S. 4

PEACTICAL TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF CEILDREN
AND INFANTS AT THE BREAST. Translated from the French of M. Bouchut,
with Notes and Additions. 8vo, cloth. 20s.

DR. GOLDING BIRD, F.R.S.

TJEINAEY DEPOSITS; THEIR DIAGNOSIS, PATHOLOGY,
AND THERAPEUTICAL INDICATIONS. With Engravings on Wood. Fourth

Edition. Post 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

II.

ELEMENTS OE NATHEAL PHILOSOPHY; being an Experimental
Introduction to the Study of the Physical Sciences. Illustrated with numerous Engrav-

ings on Wood. Fourth Edition. By Golbinq Bird, M.D., F.R.S., and Chaeles
Bbooke, M.B. Cantab., F.R.S. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 12s. 6d.

DR. JAMES BIRD, F.R.C.S.,

LATE FHYSICIAN-GENEBAL OF THE BOMBAY AEMY, AND LECTCBEB ON MILITABT SDBGEKY
AT ST. MABY's hospital.

THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF MILITARY SUR-
GERY, MILITARY MEDICINE, AND HYGIENE. In Two Vols., Bvo. Tlte

First Volume nearly ready.

T MR. JAMES BIRD, M.R.C.S.

T 'on the medicinal and economic properties of
VEGETABLE CHARCOAL ; with Practical Remarks on its Use in Chronic Affec-

tions of the Stomach and Bowels. 8vo. cloth, 3s. Qd.

DR. BLAKISTON, F.R.S.,

LATE PHYSICIAN TO THE BIRMINGHAM GENERAL HOSPITAL.

PRACTICAL OBSERYATIONS ON CERTAIN DISEASES OF
THE CHEST; and on the Principles of Auscultation. Bvo. cloth, 12s.

DR. JOHN W. F. BLUNDELL.

MEDICINA MECHANICA
;

or, the Theory and Practice of Active and

Passive Exercises and Manipulations in the Cure of Chronic Disease. Post 8vo. cloth, 6s.

MR. WALTER BLUNDELL,
SUBGEON DENTIST TO THE METROPOLITAN FREE HOSPITAL.

f PAINLESS TOOTH-EXTRACTION WITHOUT CHLOROFORM;
with Observations on Local Anajsthesia by Congelation in General Surgery. Second

Edition, 28. 6rf. cloth. Illustrated on Wood and Stone.
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MR. JOHN E. BOWMAN,
PROFESSOR OF PRACTICAL CUEMISTKY IN KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON.

I.

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY, including Analysis. With numerous Illus-

trations on Wood. Second Edition. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, Cs. 6d.

ir.

MEDICAL CHEMISTRY; with illustrations on Wood. Third Edition.

Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 6s. 6d.

DR. JAMES BRIGHT.

ON DISEASES OF THE CHEST AND AIR PASSAGES

;

with a Review of the several Climates recommended in these Affections. Second Edi-

tion. Post 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

MR. ISAAC BAKER BROWN, F.R.C.S.,

SURGEON ACCOUCHEUR TO ST. MAEY'S HOSPITAL.

ON SOME DISEASES OF WOMEN ADMITTING OF SIJR-
GICAL TREATMENT. With Plates, 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

MR. BERNARD E. BRODHURST,
ASSISTANT SURGEON TO THE ROYAL ORTHOPJSDIC HOSPITAL.

ON LATERAL CURYATURE OF THE SPINE: its Pathology and
Treatment. Post 8vo. cloth, with Plates, 3s.

DR. BUDD, F.R.S.,
PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE IN KING'S COLLEGE, LONOON.

I.

ON DISEASES OF THE LIYER.
Illustrated with Coloured Plates and Engravings on Wood. Third Edition. Preparing.

ON THE ORGANIC DISEASES AND FUNCTIONAL Dis-
orders OF THE STOMACH. 8vo. cloth, 9s.

DR, WILLOUGHBY BURSLEM,
SENIOR PHYSICIAN TO THE BLENHEIM-STREET DISPENSARY.

PULMONARY CONSUMPTION AND ITS TREATMENT. Post
8vo. cloth, 5s.

DR. CHAMBERS,
PHYSICIAN TO ST, MARY'S HOSPITAL.

DIGESTION AND ITS DERANGEMENTS. Post 8vo. doth, lo.. Gd,
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DR. CARPENTER, F.R.S.

PEINCIPLES OF HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY. With numerous lUus-
trations on Steel and Wood. Fifth Edition. 8vo. cloth, 26s.

PRINCIPLES OF COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY, uiustrated
with 300 Engravings on Wood. Fourth Edition. 8vo. cloth, '24s.

ui.

A MANUAL OF PHYSIOLOGY. with numerous illustrations on
Steel and Wood. Second Edition. Feap. 8vo. cloth, 12s. 6d.

IV.

THE MICROSCOPE AND ITS REYELATIONS. With nume-
rous Engravings on Wood. Fcap. 8vo. Ready in March.

MR. ROBERT B. CARTER, M.R.C.S.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING
IN PREVENTING DISEASES OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM. Fcap. 8vo., 6s.

II.

THE PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF HYSTERIA. Post
8vo. cloth, 4s. Qd.

MR. H. T. CHAPMAN, F.R.C.S.

I.

THE TREATMENT OF OBSTINATE ULCERS AND CUTA-
NEOUS ERUPTIONS OF THE LEG WITHOUT CONFINEMENT. Second

Edition. Post 8vo. cloth, 3s. Qd.

II.

YARICOSE YEINS : their Nature, -Consequences, and Treatment, Pallia-

tive and Curative. Post 8vo. In the Press.

DR. G. C. CHILD.

ON INDIGESTION, AND CERTAIN BILIOUS DISORDERS
OFTEN CONJOINED WITH IT. Second Edition. 8vo. cloth, 6s.

SIR JAMES CLARK, M.D., BART.,
PHYSICIAN TO THE ftUEEN.

THE SANATIYE INFLUENCE OF CLIMATE. Witii an Account

of the Principal Places resorted to by Invalids in England, South of Europe, the Colo-

nies, &c. Fourth Edition, revised. Post 8vo. cloth, 1 Os. 6rf.

MR. J. PATERSON CLARK, M.A.,

DENTIST EXTRAOBDINABY TO HIS ROVAL UIGnNESS PRINCE ALBERT.

THE ODONTALGIST; OR, HOW TO PRESERYE THE TEETH,
CURE TOOTHACHE, AND REGULATE DENTITION FROM INFANCY
TO AGE. With plates. Post 8vo. cloth, 5s.
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0 DR. CONOLLY.

THE CONSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT OF LUNATIC

,

ASYLUMS AND HOSPITALS FOR THE INSANE. With Plans. Post 8vo.

cloth, 6s.

MR. BRANSBY B. COOPER, F.R.S.

LECTURES ON THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OE SUR-
GERY. 8vo. cloth, 2Is.

MR. W. WHITE COOPER,
OPHTHALMIC SURGEON TO ST. MABY'S HOSPITAL.

ON NEAR SIGHT, AGED SIGHT, IMPAIRED YISION,
AND THE MEANS OF ASSISTING SIGHT. With 31 Illustrations on Wood.

Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 7s. Gd.

MR. COOPER,
LATE PROFESSOR OP SURGERY IN THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.

A DICTIONARY OE PRACTICAL SURGERY; comprehending all

the most interesting Improvements, from the Earliest Times down to the Present Period.

Seventh Edition. One very thick volume, 8vo., II. 10s.

MR. COOLEY.
COMPREHENSIVE SUPPLEilENT TO THE PHARIIACOPCEIAS,

I THE CYCLOPEDIA OE PRACTICAL RECEIPTS, AND Col-
lateral INFORMATION IN THE ARTS, PROFESSIONS, MANU-
FACTURES, AND TRADES, INCLUDING MEDICINE, PHARMACY, AND
DOMESTIC ECONOMY

;
designed as a Compendious Book of Reference for the

Manufacturer, Tradesman, Amateur, and Heads of Families. Third and greatly

enlarged Edition, 8vo. cloth, 26s.

SIR ASTLEY COOPER, BART., F.R.S.

ON THE STRUCTURE AND DISEASES OE THE TESTIS.
Illustrated with 24 highly finished Coloured Plates. Second Edition. Royal 4to.

Reducedfrom £3. Ss. to £1. 10s.

DR. COTTON,
ASSISTANT PHYSICIAN TO THE HOSPITAL FOR CONSUMPTION, BBOMPTON,

I.

ON CONSUMPTION: its Nature, Symptoms, and Treatment. To
which Essay was awarded the Fothergillian Gold Medal of the Medical Society of
London. 8vo. cloth, 8s.

PHTHISIS AND THE STETHOSCOPE : a concise Practical Guide
to the Physical Diagnosis of Consumption. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 3s. 6rf.
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MR. COULSON,
SrKQEON TO ST. MAUy's HOSPITAL.

ON DISEASES OE THE BLADDER AND PROSTATE GLAND.
The Fourth Edition, revised and enlarged. 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

ON LITHOTRITY AND LITHOTOMY; with Engravings on Wood.
8vo. cloth, 8s.

III.

ON DISEASES OE THE JOINTS. 8yo. in (he Press.

DR. JOHN GREEN CROSSE, F.R.S.

CASES IN MIDWIFERY, arranged, with an Introduction and Eemarks
by Edward Copeman, M.D., F.R.C.S. 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

MR. CURLING, F.R.S.,

SURGEON TO THE LONDON HOSPITAL.

OBSERYATIONS ON DISEASES OE THE RECTUM. Second
Edition. 8vo. cloth, 5s.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON DISEASES OE THE TESTIS,
SPERMATIC CORD, AND SCROTUM. Second Edition, with Additions. 8vo.

cloth, 14s.

MR. JOHN DALRYMPLE, F.R.S., F.R.C.S.

PATHOLOGY OE THE HUMAN EYE. Complete in Nine Fasciculi:

imperial 4to., 20s. each; half-bound morocco, gilt tops, 91. 15s.

DR. D A V E Y,

FOKMEKLY OF THE COUNTY OF MIDDLESEX LUNATIC ASYLUMS AT HANWELL AND
COLNEY HATCH.

ON THE NATURE AND PROXIMATE CAUSE OE IN-
SANITY. Post 8vo. cloth, 3s.

DR. HERBERT DAVIES,

SENIOK PHY'SICIAN TO THE BOYAL INFIBMAKY FOR DISEASES OF THE CBEST.

ON THE PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS OE DISEASES OE THE
LUNGS AND HEART. Second Edition. Post 8vo. cloth, 8s.

MR. DIXON,

SURGEON TO THE ROYAL LONDON OPHTHALMIC HOSPITAL.

A GUIDE TO THE PRACTICAL STUDY OF DISEASES OF ^
THE EYE. Post 8vo. cloth, 8s. 6d.
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DR. TOOQOOD DOWNING.

NEURALGIA: its various Forms, Pathology, and Treatment. The

Jacksonian Prize Essay for 1850. 8vo. cloth, lOs. Gd.

DR. DRUITT, F.R.C.S.

THE SURGEON'S YADE-MECUM; with numerous Engravings on

Wood. Sixth Edition. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 12s. Qd.

DR. DUNDAS,
PHYSICIAN TO THE NORTHERN HOSPITAL, LIVERPOOL, ETC.

SKETCHES OF BRAZIL; including New Views on Tropical and

European Fever; with Remarks on a Premature Decay of the System, incident to Euro-

peans on their Return from Hot Climates. Post 8vo. cloth, 9s.

DR. JOHN O. EGAN,
FORMERLY SURGEON TO THE WESTMORELAND LOCK HOSPITAL.

SYPHILITIC DISEASES: their pathology, diagnosis,
AND TREATMENT : including Experimental Researches on Inoculation, as a Difi'e-

rential Agent in Testing the Character of these Affections. 8vo. cloth, 9s.

SIR JAMES EYRE, M. D.

THE STOMACH AND ITS DIFEICULTIES. Thiid Edition.
Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 2s. Gd.

PRACTICAL REMARKS On"' SOME EXHAUSTING DIS-
EASES. Second Edition. Post 8vo. cloth, 4s. 6rf.

MR. FERGUSSON, F.R.S.,
PROFESSOR OF SURGERY IN KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON.

A SYSTEM OE PRACTICAL SURGERY; with numerous iiius-
trations on Wood. Third Edition. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 12s. Gd.

DR. ERNEST VON FEUCHTERSLEBEN
DIETETICS OE THE SOUL Translated from the Seventh German

iidition. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 5s.

DR. D. J. T. FRANCIS.
CHANGE OF CLIMATE

; considered as a Remedy in Dyspeptic, Pul-monary, and other Chronic Affections; with an Account of the most Eligib e P aces of
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O. REMIGIUS FRESENIUS.

ELEMENTARY INSTRUCTION IN CHEMICAL ANALYSIS,
AS PRACTISED IN THE LABOllATORY OF GIESSEN. Edited by LLOYD
BULLOCK, late Student at Giessen.

Qualitativb; Fourth Edition. 8vo. cloth, !)s.

Quantitative. Second Edition. 8vo. cloth, ISs.

MR. FRENCH, F.R.O.S.,

SURGEON TO TUE INFIRMARY OF ST. JAMES'S, WESTMINSTER.

TEE NATURE OE CHOLERA INTESTIGATED. Second Eciitiou.

8vo. cloth, 4s.

/2>

MR. FOWNES, PH.D., F.R.S.

I.

A MANUAL OE CHEMISTRY; with numerous Illustrations on Wood.
Fifth Edition. Fcap. Bvo. cloth, 12s. 6d.

Edited by H. Bbnoe Jones, M.D., F.R.S., and A. W. Hofmann, Ph.D., F.R.S.

CHEMISTRY, AS EXEMPLIFYING THE WISDOM AND
BENEFICENCE OF GOD. Second Edition. Fcap. Bvo. cloth, 4s. 6^.

III.

INTRODUCTION TO QUALITATIYE ANALYSIS. Post Svo. doth, 2..

IV.

CHEMICAL TABLES. Folio, price 2.. u.

H *

It

DR. FULLER,
ASSISTANT PHYSICIAN TO ST. GEORGE's HOSPITAL.

ON RHEUMATISM, RHEUMATIC GOUT, AND SCIATICA:
their Pathology, Symptoms, and Treatment. Second Edition. 8vo. cloth. In the Press.

DR. GAIRDNER.

ON GOUT ; its History, its Causes, and its Cure. Third Edition. Post

8vo. cloth, 8s. 6(i.

MR. GALLOWAY.

THE EIRST STEP IN CHEMISTRY. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo.
^

f cloth, 5s.

A MANUAL OE QUALITATIYE ANALYSIS. Post 8vo. doth, 4..
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MR. ROBERT GARNER,

SCBGEON TO THE NORTH STAFFOBDSniRE INFIRMARY, ETC.

FTITHERAPEIA ; or, AN examination of the pkinciples

OF MEDICAL SCIENCE, including Researches on the Nervous System. Illustrated

with 9 Engravings on Copper, and Engravings on Wood. 8vo. cloth, Us.

DR. GLOVER.

ON THE PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF SCROEULA;
being the ForthergUlian Prize Essay for 1846. With Plates. 8vo. cloth, 10s. Qd.

DR. GRANVILLE, F.R.S.

ON SUDDEN DEATH. Post 8vo. doth, 7s.

MR. GRAY, M.R.C.S.

PRESERYATION OF THE TEETH indispensable to Comfort and

Appearance, Health, and Longevity. 18mo. cloth, 3s.

MR. GRIFFITHS.

CHEMISTRY OE THE EOTJR SEASONS— Spring, Summer,
Autumn, Winter. Illustrated with Engravings on Wood. Second Edition. Foolscap

8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

DR. GULLY.
I.

THE WATER CURE IN CHRONIC DISEASE : an Exposition of

the Causes, Progress, and Terminations of various Chronic Diseases of the Viscera, Nervous
Sj'stem, and Limbs, and of their Treatment by Water and other Hygienic Means.
Fifth Edition. Foolscap 8vo. sewed, 2s. 6d.

THE SIMPLE TREATMENT OF DISEASE; deduced from the
Methods of Expectancy and Revulsion. 18mo. cloth, 4s.

DR. GUY,
PHYSICIAN TO king's COLLEGE HOSPITAL.

HOOPER'S PHYSICIAN'S YADE-MECUM; OB, MANUAL OF
THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF PHYSIC. New Edition, considerably
enlarged, and rewritten. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 12s. 6d.
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GUY'S HOSPITAL EEPORTS. ThM Series. Vol. I., 8vo. 7.. 6rf.

DR. MARSHALL HALL, F.R.S.

PRACTICAL OBSERYATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS IN MEDI-
CINE. Post 8vo. cloth, 8s. 6d.

DITTO. Setonb Sen'fs. Post 8vo. clotli, 8s. 6d.

MR. HARDWICH,
LATE DEMONSTBATOB OF CHEMISTEY, KING's COLLEGE.

A MANUAL OF PHOTOGEAPHIC CHEMISTEY. SecoM
Edition. Foolscap 8vo. clotli, 6s. 6c?.

MR. HARE, M.R.C.S.

1 PEACTICAL'OBSEEYATIONS ON THE PEEYENTION,
CAUSES, AND TREATMENT OF CURVATURES OF THE SPINE; with f
Engravings. Third Edition. 8vo. cloth, 6s.

MR. HARRISON, F.R.C.S.

THE PATHOLOGY AND TEEATMENT OE STEICTUEE OF
THE URETHRA. 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6^.

MR. JAMES B. HARRISON, F.R.C.S.

ON THE CONTAMINATION OF WATEE BY THE POISON
OF LEAD, and its Effects on the Human Body. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 3s. 6d.

MR. ALFRED HAVILAND, M.RG.S.

CLIMATE, WEATHEE, AND DISEASE
;

being a Sketch of the

Opinions of the most celebrated Ancient and Modem Writers with regard to the Influence

of Climate and Weather ia producing Disease. With Four coloured Engravings. 8vo.

cloth, 7s.

MR. HIGGINBOTTOM, F.R.C.S.

ADDITIONAL OBSEEYATIONS ON THE NITEATE OF SIL-

VER; with full Directions for its Use as a Therapeutic Agent. 8vo., 2s. 6rf.

AN ESSAY ON THE USE OF THE NITEATE OF SILYEE
IN THE CURE OF INFLAMMATION, WOUNDS, AND ULCERS. Second

Edition. Price 5s.
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DR. HEADLAND.

ON THE ACTION OF MEDICINES IN THE SYSTEM.
Being the Prize Essay to which the Medical Society of London awaided the Fother-

gillian Gold Medal for 1852. Second Edition. 8vo. cloth, lOs,

MR. JOHN HILTON, F.R.S.,

SURGEON TO GUY'S HOSPITAL.

ON THE DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OE CERTAIN Por-
tions OF THE CRANIUM. Illustrated with Plates in Lithography. 8vo. cloth, 6s.

DR. HINDS.

THE HARMONIES OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE IN RELATION
TO THE HIGHER SENTIMENTS; with Observations on Medical Studies, and on
the Moral and Scientific Relations of Medical Life. Post 8vo., cloth, 5s.

MR. LUTHER HOLDEN, F R.C.S.,

DEMONSTRATOIl OF ANATOMY AT ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL.

HUMAN OSTEOLOGY : with Plates, showing the Attachments of the
Muscles. 8yo. cloth, 16s.

MR. C. HOLTHOUSE,
ASSISTANT SURGEON AND LECTURER ON ANATOMY TO THE WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL.

LECTURES ON STRABISMUS, delivered at the Westminster Hospital.
8vo. cloth, 4s.

DR. W. CHARLES HOOD,
RESIDENT PHYSICIAN AND SUPERINTENDENT OF BETHLEM HOSPITAL.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE PROYISION OF CRIMI-NAL LUNATICS. 8yo. cloth, 5s. 6d.
V.-n-lMl-

MR. JOHN HORSLEY.
A CATECHISM OF CHEMICAL PHILOSOPHY ; be,,,, a FnmiiK,.

DR. HENRY HUNT,
MEMBER OP THE ROYAL COLLEGE OP PHYSICIANS, LONDON.

ON HEARTBURN AND INDIGESTION. 8vo. clcb, 6.

^^5^^
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MR. THOMAS HUNT, M.R.C.S. |
THE PATEOLOGT AND TREATMENT OF CERTAIN DIS-

EASES OF THE SKIN, generally pronounced Intractable. Illustrated bv upwards
of Forty Cases. 8vo. cloth, 6s. . .

DR. ARTHUR JACOB, F.R.C.S.,

rROFESSOTl OF ANATOMY AND PUYSIOLOGY IN THE HOYAL COLLEGE OF SCBGEONS IN IRELAND.

A TREATISE ON THE INFLAMMATIONS OF m\i EYE-BALL.
Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 6s.

DR. JAMES JAGO, A.B., CANTAB.; M B., OXON.;

PHYSICIAN TO THE ROYAL CORNWALL INFIRMARY.

OCULAR SPECTRES AND STRUCTURES AS MUTUAL EXPO-
NENTS. Illustrated with Engravings on Wood. 8vo. cloth, 5s.

DR. HANDFIELD JONES, F.R.S.

PATHOLOGICAL AND CLINICAL OBSERYATIONS RESPECT- ^
ING MORBID CONDITIONS OF THE STOMACH. Coloured Plates, 8vo. cloth, 9.^. %

DR. HANDFIELD JONES, F.R.S., & DR. EDWARD H. SIEVEKING.

A MANUAL OF PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY, illustrated with 1
numerous Engravings on Wood. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 12s. 6cl.

MR. WHARTON JONES, F.R.S.,

PROFESSOR OF OPHTHALMIC MEDICINE AND SURGERY IN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.

I.

A MANUAL OF THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF
OPHTHALMIC MEDICINE AND SURGERY ; illustrated with Engravings, plain

and coloured. Second Edition. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 12s. 6rf.

THE WISDOM AND BENEFICENCE OF THE ALMIGHTY,
AS DISPLAYED IN THE SENSE OF VISION; being the Actonian Prize Essay

for 1851. With Illustrations on Steel and Wood. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 4s. Crf.

DR. BENOE JONES, F.R.S.

ON ANIMAL CHEMISTRY, in its relation to STOMACH and RENAL
DISEASES. 8vo. cloth, 6s.
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MR. KNAGGS.

UNSOUNDNESS OF MIND CONSIDERED IN EEUTION TO
THE QUESTION OF RESPONSIBILITY IN CRIMINAL CASES. 8vo. cloth,

4s. 6d.

MR. LAWRENCE, F.R.S.

A TREATISE ON RUPTURES. The Fifth Edition, considerably

enlarged. 8vo. cloth, 1 6s.

MR. LAURENCE, F.R.C.S.

THE DIAGNOSIS OE SURGICAL CANCER. The Listen Prize

Essay for 1854. Plates, 8vo. cloth, 4s. 6d.

DR. HUNTER LANE, F.L.S.

A COMPENDIUM OE MATERIA MEDICA AND PHARMACY

;

adapted to the London Pharmacoposia, 1851, embodying all the new French, American,

and Indian Medicines, and also comprising a Summary of Practical Toxicology, Second

Edition. 24mo. cloth, 5s. 6d.

MR. EDWIN LEE.

THE WATERING PLACES OF ENGLAND, CONSIDERED
with Reference to their Medical Topography. Third Edition. Foolscap 8vo. cloth,

5s. 6d,

THE BATHS OF FRANCE, CENTRAL GERMANY, &c. Third
Edition. Post 8vo. cloth, 6s. 6d.

III.

THE BATHS OF RHENISH GERMANY. Post 8vo. 2s. 6d.

MR. HENRY LEE, F.R.C.S.,

SUKGEON TO THE LOCK HOSPITAL.

PATHOLOGICAL AND SURGICAL OBSERVATIONS; including
an Essay on the Surgical Treatment of Hemorrhoidal Tumors, 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d,

DR. ROBERT LEE, F.R.S.

I.

CLINICAL REPORTS OF OYARIAN AND UTERINE DIS-
EASES, with Commentaries. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 6s. 6d.

CLINICAL MIDWIFERY : comprising the Histories of 545 Cases of
Difficult, Preternatural, and Complicated Labour, with Commentaries. Second Edition.
t! oolscap 8vo. cloth, 5s.

^
nr.

I

^¥t^.r^=A^w ^^™^^TIONS ON DISEASES OF THEu 1 liKUb. With coloured Plates. Two Parts. Imperial 4to., 7s. 6d. each Part.
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MR. LISTON, F.R.S.

PEACTICAL SUKGERY. Fourth Eclitiou. 8vo. cloth, 22s.

LONDON MEDICAL SOCIETY OF OBSERVATION.

WHAT TO OBSERYE AT THE BED-SIDE, AND AETER
DEATH. Piibhshed by Authority. Second Edition. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 4s. 6d.

MR. EDWARD F. LONSDALE,
SURGEON TO THE UOYAL OETIIOr/TiDIC nOSPITAL,

OBSERYATIONS ON THE TREATMENT OF LATERAL OUR-
VATURE OF THE SPINE. Second Edition. 8vo. cloth, 6s.

M. LUGOL.
ON SCROEULOIJS DISEASES. Translated from the French, with

Additions by W. H. RANKING, M.D., Physician to the SuiTolk General Hospital.

8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

MR. JOSEPH MACLISE, F.R.C.S.

SURGICAL ANATOMY, a Series of Dissections, illustrating the Prin-
cipal Regions of the Human Body.

The singular success of this Work exhausted the First Edition of 1000 Copies within six

months of its completion.

The Second Edition, now in course of publication. Fasciculi I. to XI. Imperial folio,

5s. each.

MR. MACILWAIN.

ON TUMOURS, THEIR GENERAL NATURE AND TREAT-
MENT. Svo. cloth, 5s.

DR. M A Y N E .

AN EXPOSITORY LEXICON OF THE TERMS, ANCIENT
AND MODERN, IN MEDICAL AND GENERAL SCIENCE, including a com-

plete MEDICAL AND MEDICO-LEGAL VOCABULARY, and presenting the

correct Pronunciation, Derivation, Definition, and Explanation of the Names, Analogues,

Synonymcs, and Phrases (in English, Latin, Greek, French, and German,) employed in

Science and connected with Medicine. Parts I. to IV., price Ss. each.

DR. WM. H. MADDEN.

THOUGHTS ON PULMONARY CONSUMPTION ; with an Apron-

dix on the Climate of Torquay. Post 8vo. cloth, 5s.

- ot ~ ^s--^
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DR. MARKHAM,
ASSISTANT PHYSICIAN TO ST. MAKy's UOSPITAL.

SKODA ON AUSCULTATION AND PERCUSSION. Post 8vo.

cloth, 6s.

DR. MARTIN.

TEE UNDERCLIFF, ISLE OF TVIGHT: its Climate, History,

and Natural Productions. Post 8vo. cloth, IQs.M.

MR. J. RANALD MARTIN, F.R.S.,

LATE PEESIDENCY SORGEON, AND SURGEON TO THE NATIVE HOSPITAL, CALCUTTA.

THE INFLUENCE OF TROPICAL CLIMATES ON EURO-
PEAN CONSTITUTIONS. Originally by the late James Johnson, M.D., and now
entirely rewritten; including Practical Observations on the Diseases of European Invalids

on their Retiim from Tropical Climates. Seventh Edition. 8vo. cloth, 16s.

DR. MASON,
INVENTOR OF MASON'S HY'DROMETEB.

ON THE CLIMATE AND METEOROLOGY OF MADEIRA:
Edited by James Sheridan Knowles ; to which are attached a Review of the State of
Agriculture and of the Tenure of Land, by George Peacock, D.D., F.R.S. ; and an
Historical and Descriptive Account of the Island, and Guide to Visitors, by John Driver,
Consul for Greece, Madeira. 8vo. cloth, 18s.; royal 8vo. £1. lis. Gd.

s

DR. MASSY,
4th LIGHT OBAGOONS.

ON THE EXAMINATION OF EECRUITS ; intended for the Use of
Young Medical Officers on Entering the Army. 8vo. cloth, 5s.

DR. CHARLES D. MEIQS,
PROFESSOR OF MIDWIFERY AND THE DISEASES OP WOMEN AND CHILDREN IN JEFFERSON

MEDICAL COLLEGE, U.S.

A TREATISE ON ACUTE AND CHRONIC DISEASES OFTHE NECK OF THE UTERUS. With numerous Plates, coloured and plain 8vo
cloth, 2.7S.

'

DR. MEREI,
lecturer on the diseases of children AT THE CHATHAM STREET SCHOOL OF MEDICINP

MANCHESTER. ''

^^mW?T?^^^^^^^^ INFANTILE DEYELOPMENT AND f
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DR. MILLINGEN.

ON THE TREATMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF THE IN-
SANE; with Considerations on Public and Private Lunatic Asylums. 18mo. cloth
4s. (id,

'

MR. JOHN L. MILTON, M.R.C.!3.

PRACTICAL OBSERYATIONS ON A NEW WAY OF
TREATING GONORRH(EA. With some Remarks on the Cure of Inveterate Cases.
8vo. cloth, 5s.

DR. MONRO,
FELLOW OF THE KOYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS.

I.

REMARKS ON INSANITY: its Nature and Treatment. 8vo. cloth, 6s.

AN ESSAY ON STAMMERING. Svo. 2.. 6d.

III.

f REFORM IN PRIYATE LUNATIC ASYLIBIS. 8vo. doth, 4..

4

DR. NOBLE.

ELEMENTS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL MEDICINE: AN Intro-
duction TO THE PRACTICAL STUDY OF INSANITY. Second Edition. 8vo.
cloth, 10s.

^1

THE BRAIN AND ITS PHYSIOLOGY Post Svo. doth, 6s.

DR. J. NOTTINGHAM,
SURGEON TO THE ST. ANNe'S EYE AND EAB INSTITUTION, LIVERPOOL.

PRACTICAL OBSERYATIONS ON CONICAL CORNEA, AND
on the Short Sight, and other Defects of Vision connected with it, Svo. cloth, 6s.

MR, NOURSE, M.R.O.S.

TABLES FOR STUDENTS. Price One ShiUing.

1. Divisions and Classes of the Animal Kingdom.
2. Classes and Orders of the Vertebrate Sub-kingdom.

3. Classes of the Vegetable Kingdom, according to the Natural and Artificial Sj'Stems.

4. Table of the Elements, with their Chemical Equivalents and Symbols.

t
MR. NUNNELEY.

^ A TREATISE ON THE NATURE, CAUSES, AND TREATMENT
OF ERYSIPELAS. Svo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

— je—
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I. ADDRESS TO A MEDICAL STUDENT. Second Edition, 18mo. cloth, 2s.6d.

II. PRAYERS FOR THE USE OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION. Second

Edition, cloth, Is. 6d.

III. LIFE OF SIR JAMES STONHOUSE, BART., M.D. Cloth, 4s. 6d.

IV. ANECDOTA SYDENHAMIANA. Second Edition, 18mo. 2s.

V. LIFE OF THOMAS HARRISON BURDER, M.D. 18mo. cloth, 4s.

VL BURDER'S LETTERS FROM A SENIOR TO A JUNIOR PHYSICIAN,
ON PROMOTING THE EELIGIOUS WELFARE OP HIS PATIENTS. 18mo. sewed, 6d.

VIL LIFE OF GEORGE CHEYNE, M.D. 18mo. sewed, 2s. 6rf.

VIIL HUFELAND ON THE RELATIONS OF THE PHYSICIAN TO THE
SICK, TO THE PUBLIC, AND TO HIS COLLEAGUES. 18mO. sewed, 9d.

IX. GISBORNE ON THE DUTIES OF PHYSICIANS. I8mo. sewed, Is.

X. LIFE OF CHARLES BRANDON TRYE. l8mo. sewed, Is.

XI. PERCIVAL'S MEDICAL ETHICS. Third Edition, 18mo. cloth, 3s.

XIL CODE OF ETHICS OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. M.
XIIL WARE ON THE DUTIES AND QUALIFICATIONS OF PHYSICIANS.

8d.

XIV. MAURICE ON THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF MEDICAL STUDENTS.
9d.

XV. ERASER'S QUERIES IN MEDICAL ETHICS. 9d.

MR. PAGET,
LECTURER ON PHYSIOLOGY AT ST. BARTnOLOMEW's HOSPITAL.

A DESCRIPTIYE CATALOGUE OF THE ANATOMICAL

J

DITTO. Vol. II. Natural and Congenitally Malformed Structures, and Lists of the
A Models, Casts, Drawings, and Diagrams. 5s.

MR. LANGSTON PARKER,
SCRQEON TO OUEEN'S HOSPITAL, BIRMINGHAM.

THE MODEM TREATMENT OE SYPHILITIC DISEASES,
both Primary and Secondary; comprising the Treatment of Constitutional and Confirmed
byphilis, by a safe and successful Method. Third Edition, 8vo. cloth, lOs.

DR. THOMAS B. PEACOCK, M.D.,
ASSISTANT PHYSICIAN TO ST. THOMAS's HOSPITAL, ETC.

ON THE INFLUENZA, OE EPIDEMIC CATAERHAL FEVEROF 1847-8. 8vo. cloth, 5s. 6d.

OR- PEREIRA, F.R.S.

SELECTA E PRiESCRIPTIS. Twelfth Edition. 24mo. cloth, 5..

/^TiT n-TT-r.^
PETTIQREW, F.R.S.

f

MUSEUM OF ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL. Vol. I. Morbid Anatomy. ^
8vo. cloth, 5s

°"
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MR. PIRRIE, F.R.S.E.,

REGIUS PROFESSOn OK SUKGEBY IN TUE UNIVEKSITY OP ABEBDEEN

THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF SURGERY. With
numerous Engravings on Wood. 8vo. clotli, 21s.

PHARMACOPEIA COLLEGII RECALIS MEDICORUM LON-
DINENSIS. 8vo. cloth, 9s.; or 24mo. 5s.

Impkimatur.
Hie liber, ciii titiilus, Pharmacopceia Collegii Regalis Medicorum Londinensis.
Datum ex jEdibus Collegii in comitiis censoriis, Novembris Mensis 14'° 1850.

Johannes Ayrton Paris. Presses.

PHARMACOPOEIA OF THE HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF
THE SKIN. Second Edition. 48mo. cloth, Is.

PROFESSORS PLATTNER & MUSPRATT.

THE USE OF THE BLOWPIPE IN THE EXAMINATION OF
MINERALS, ORES, AND OTHER METALLIC COMBINATIONS. Illustrated

by numerous Engravings on Wood. Third Edition. 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

<9

THE PRESCRIBER'S PHARMACOPCEIA
;
containing all the Medi-

cines in the London Pharmacopoeia, arranged in Classes according to their Action, with

their Composition and Doses. By a Practising Physician, Fourth Edition. 32mo.

cloth, 2s. Gd.; roan tuck (for the pocket), 3s. 6rf.

DR. JOHN ROWLISON PRETTY.

AIDS DURING LABOUR, including the Administration of Chloroform,

the Management of Placenta and Post-partum Haemorrhage. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 4s. Gd.

SIR WM. PYM, K.C.H.,

INSrECTOE-GENEBAL OP ARMY HOSPITALS.

OBSERYATIONS UPON YELLOW FEVER, with a Review of
f

"A Report npon the Diseases of the African Coast, by Sir Wm. Burnett and

Dr. BiiYSON," proving its highly Contagious Powers. Post 8vo. 6s.

f^^^ ^
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DR. RADCLIFFE,

ASSISTANT PHYSICIAN TO THE WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL.

EPILEPSY, AND OTHEE AFFECTIONS OF THE NERYOUS
SYSTEM which are marked by Tremor, Convulsion, or Spasm: their Pathology and

Treatment. 8vo. cloth, 5s.

DR. F. H. RAMSBOTHAM,
PHYSICIAN TO THE ROYAL MATERNITY CHARITY, ETC.

THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF OBSTETRIC MEDI-
CINE AND SURGERY. Illustrated with One Hundred and Twenty Plates on Steel

and Wood; forming one thick handsome volume. Fourth Edition. 8vo. cloth, 22s.

DR. RAMSBOTHAM,
CONSULTING PHYSICIAN TO THE ROYAL MATERNITY CHARITY.

PRACTICAL OBSERYATIONS ON MIDWIFERY, with a Selection

of Cases. Second Edition. 8vo. cloth, I2s.

DR. RANKING &. DR. RADCLIFFE.

HALF-YEARLY ABSTRACT OF THE MEDICAL SCIENCES;
being a Practical and Analytical Digest of the Contents of the Principal British and Con-
tinental Medical Works published in the preceding Half-Year; together with a Critical

Report of the Progress of Medicine and the Collateral Sciences during the same period.

Volumes I. to XXII., 6s. 6d. each.

DR. DU BOIS REYMOND.
ANIMAL ELECTRICITY; Edited by h. bence jones, m.d.,

F.R.S. With Fifty Engravings on Wood. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 6s.

DR. REYNOLDS.
|

THE DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASES OF THE BRAIN. SPINAL i
CORD, AND THEIR APPENDAGES, tivo. cloth, 8s. %
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DR. EVANS RIADORE, F.R.C.S., F.L.S.

ON SPINAL IMITATION, THE SOURCE OF NEHYOUS-
NESS, INDIGESTION, AND FUNCTIONAL DERANGEMENTS OF THE
PRINCIPAL ORGANS OF THE BODY. Post Ovo. cloth, 5s. 6(/.

ri.

THE EEMEHIAL INFLUENCE OF OXYGEN, NITROUS
OXYDE, AND OTHER GASES, ELECTRICITY, AND GALVANISM. Post

8vo. cloth, 5s. 6d.

III.

ON LOCAL TREATMENT OF THE MUCOUS MEMBRANE
OF THE THROAT, for Cough and Bronchitis. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 3s.

MR. ROBERTON,
FOKMERLY SENIOR SURGEON TO THE MANCHESTER AND SALPORD LYING-IN HOSPITAL.

ON THE PHYSIOLOGY AND DISEASES OF WOMEN, AND
ON PRACTICAL MIDWIFERY. 8vo. cloth, 12s.

DR. W. H. ROBERTSON,
PHYSICIAN TO THE BUXTON BATH CHARITY.

THE NATURE AND TREATMENT OF GOUT.
8vo. cloth, 10s. 6c?.

A TREATISE ON DIET AND REGIMEN.
Fourth Edition. 2 vols, post 8vo. cloth, 12s.

DR. ROTH.
ON MOYEMENTS. An Exposition of their Principles and Practice, for

the Correction of the Tendencies to Disease in Infancy, Childhood, and Youth, aiid for

the Cure of many Morbid Affections in Adults. Illustrated with numerous Engravings

on Wood. 8vo. cloth, lOs.

DR. ROWE, F.S.A.

NERYOUS DISEASES,. LIYER AND STOMACH COM-
PLAINTS, LOW SPIRITS, INDIGESTION, GOUT, ASTHMA, AND DIS-

ORDERS PRODUCED BY TROPICAL CLIMATES. With Cases. Foui-teenth

Edition. Fcfip. 8vo. 2s. 6c?.

DR. ROYLE, F.R.S.

A MANUAL OF MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS. \

With numerous Engi-avings on Wood. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, I'-s. farf. |f
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MR. SAVORY,
MEMBER OF TUB SOCIETY OF APOTHECARIES.

A COMPENDIUM OF DOMESTIC MEDICINE, AND COMPA-
NION TO THE MEDICINE CHEST; comprising Plain Directions for the Employ-

ment of Medicines, with their Properties and Doses, and Brief Descriptions of the

Symptoms and Treatment of Diseases, and of the Disorders incidental to Infants and

Children, with a Selection of the most efficacious Prescriptions. Intended as a Source

of Easy Reference for Clergymen, and for Families residing at a Distance from Profes-

sional Assistance. Fourth Edition. l2mo. cloth, 5s.

DR. SMARTER.

THE CLIMATE OF THE SOUTH OF DEYON, AND ITS IN-
FLUENCE upon health. With short Accounts of Exeter, Torquay, Teign-

mouth, Dawlish, Exmouth, Sidmouth, &c. Illustrated with a Map geologically coloured.

Post 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6(1.

II.

THE HISTOEY OF THE CHOLEEA IN EXETEE IN 1832.
Illustrated with Map and Woodcuts. 8vo. cloth, 12s,

MR. SHAW, M.RC.S.

THE MEDICAL EEMEMBEANCEE
;

OE, BOOK OF EMEE-
GENCIES : in which are concisely pointed out the Immediate Remedies to be adopted

in the First Moments of Danger from Poisoning, Drowning, Apoplexy, Burns, and other

Accidents; with the Tests for the Principal Poisons, and other useful Information.

Foiu-th Edition. 32mo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

DR. SIBSON, F.R.S.

MEDICAL ANATOMY. With coloured Plates. Imperial folio. Fasci-
culi I. to IV. 5s. each.

kWVVSN* V\%^ \.\|V^WbV

MR. SKEY, F.R.S.

OPEEATIYE SUEGEEY; Avith Illustrations engraved on Wood. 8vo.
cloth, 18s.

LECTUEES ON MATEEIA MEDICa'^AND ITS EELATIONS
TO THE ANIMAL ECONOMY. Delivered before the Royal College of Physicians.
8vo. cloth, 5s. 6d,

a j

DR. W. TYLER SMITH,
PHYSlClAN-ACCOrCHEUB TO ST. MARy's HOSPITAL.

THE PATHOLOGY AND TEEATMENT OF LEUCOEEHCEA.
With Engravings on Wood. 8vo. cloth, 7s.

THE PEEIOpOSCOPE, a new Instrument for determining the Date of

J^i trPe^oI PI,
Calculations, with an Explanation of its Uses, and an Essayon the Periodic Phenomena attending Pregnancy and Parturition. 8vo. cloth, 4s.
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DR. S N O W.

ON THE MODE OE COMMUNICATION OF CHOLERA.
Second Edition, much Enlarged, and Illustrated with Maps. 8vo. cloth, 7s.

ON THE INHALATION OF "cHLOROEORM AND OTHER
MEDICINES, FOR THE PREVENTION OF PAIN AND THE RELIEF OFDISEASE. 8vo. Nearly ready.

MR. SQUIRE,
CHEMIST ON HEE MAJESTY'S ESTABLISHMENT.

THE PHARMACOPOEIA, (LONDON, EDINBURGH, AND
DUBLIN,) arranged in a convenient Tabular Form, both to suit the Prescriber for
comparison, and the Dispenser for compounding the formulae: with Notes, Tests, and
Tables. 8vo. cloth, 12s.

dr. steggall.
students' books for examination.

0
I.

A MEDICAL MANUAL PUR APOTHECAEIES' HALL AND OTHEE MEDICAL
BOARDS. Eleventh Edition. 12mo. cloth, 10s.

II.

A MANUAL FOR THE COLLEGE OF SURGEONS; intended for the Use
of Candidates for Examination and Practitioners. Second Edition. 12mo. cloth, 10s.

* GREGORY'S CONSPECTUS MEDICINE THEORETICJI. The First Part, con- *

taining the Original Text, with an Ordo Verborum, and Literal Translation. r2mo.

cloth, 10s.

IV.

THE FIRST FOUR BOOKS OF CELSUS; containing the Text, Ordo Ver-
borum, and Translation. Second Edition. 12mo. cloth, 8s.

*,* The above two works comprise the entire Latin Classics required for Examination at
Apothecaries' Hall.

V.

A TEXT-BOOK OF MATERIA-MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS. 12mo. cloth, Is.

VI.

FIRST LINES FOR CHEMISTS AND DRUGGISTS PREPARING FOR Ex-
amination AT THE PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY. 18mo. cloth, 3s. Qd.
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